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FALL FAVORITES
I absolutely hate picking favorites, but if you forced me to make
a decision, I would tell you that fall is my favorite season (but
please don’t ask me to choose a favorite album—I just can’t!) To
me, autumn is a lesson in looking on the bright side. Anyone who
dislikes fall will immediately point out all the more depressing
aspects of this season—the days are getting shorter, the pool
closes, kids go back to school, and it seems like everything is dying.
But all you need to do is dig a little deeper and you’ll find that fall
offers a ton of benefits.
Speaking of digging, fall is a great time to get that shovel in the
dirt before the ground freezes. It’s now the perfect time to plant!
Not only is it much more tolerable out in the garden now, as
compared to those 100-degree days back in July, but your trees
and shrubs will be grateful to have the rest of this season and all of
spring to establish healthy root systems. Come next summer, they
will already be well equipped to handle summer stressors. Even
though it looks like everything is dying, most plants are just resting
up in preparation for a new year of growth! Plus, there’s always a
nursery clearance sale at Gasper in the fall! Even annuals, which
will die during a hard frost, can really shine during autumn months.
There is, of course, the classic favorite—fall mums.
The season offers so much more than mums in terms of annual
color. Winter pansies show their friendly faces deep into winter
and often reappear again to greet the spring. I absolutely love
the ornamental peppers. When I got married in October I
placed ornamental peppers everywhere—even in my bouquet!
Petunias, calibrachoa (million bells), and geraniums all give a stellar
performance in fall container plantings and will last until a hard
frost. Last year I had geraniums on my front porch until Christmas.
There’s nothing like a whiskey barrel planter full of gorgeous fall
color to get you in the mood for harvest season.
Orange and black themes abound this time of year, bringing me
to two more favorites—Halloween and Flyers hockey! Hockey is
a revered Gasper tradition, and no one plays hockey with more
passion than my Dad and his teammates. Gasper also offers fun
family activities such as pumpkin painting and scarecrow making.
Check out some of the activities and photos on page 16. Take this
time to make memories with your family and enjoy that last bit of
beautiful weather and favorite pumpkin-related recipes before the
winter arrives.

Dana Gasper
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OUTDOOR LIVING PERFECTED

F

LANDSCAPE & HARDSCAPE SERVICES

If You Can Dream It,
We Can Build It!

OR OVER 30 YEARS, Gasper Landscape Design and

Construction, has consistently brought both creative design
services and quality construction to the table. We employ various
experienced designers, landscapers, carpenters, masons, irrigation
specialists and horticulturists as part of our team so that we can
handle every aspect of transforming your outdoor space from start to
finish. Doing the majority of our work in-house, with our own crews,
and on our own schedule, means that you only have to deal with
one company and gives you the control needed to ensure your job is
completed to the quality and consistency you demand. So whether
you desire a simple planting design or a comprehensive outdoor
living space, we do it all and we do it well. Helping you love your
outdoor space is what we do! But don’t just take our word for it:

biggest reason we went with Gasper is because Gasper could
“The
do all the work in house.” —J
C.
confident that Gasper would do a good job because they
“Wehadwere
all the bases covered and all the skill sets needed.” —K
M.
made a very value-orientated decision when I chose Gasper. I
“Ifeel
that I got the best for what I paid. I had less headache and feel
the value I gained is now invested in my house.” —L N.
ULIE

ELLY

ISA

was perfect, from initial communication to project
“Everything
finish.” —R
L.
So fun to work with people who care about what they do.”
“—F T.
was a phenomenal experience from beginning to the
“Itend
point. Words cannot describe how truly grateful and
appreciative I am to all of you at Gasper's who have worked
ICK

RANK

directly with me and my family.” —DOREEN B.

Landscape and
Hardscape Services
Contact us to start
your next project.
215-876-2840
www.landscapedesigns.us

Often the finishing touch on a Gasper landscape is
LOW-VOLTAGE LED LIGHTING such as the
pathway lights on these natural stone slab stairs. We
prefer CAST fixtures because the solid bronze construction
is both beautiful and extremely durable and the LED
components are extremely energy efficient and long-lived.

Outdoor Living Perfected
316 Tanyard Road, Richboro, PA 18954 | 215-876-2840
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LANDSCAPE & HARDSCAPE SERVICES

3-D MODEL

3-D MODEL

LANDSCAPE & HARDSCAPE SERVICES

ONE PROJECT, MANY VIEWS

You can view the Gasper 3-D model from a bird’s eye
view, at all angles on the ground, zoomed-in and zoomed
out, and even from the inside of the home. You can feel
confident about your project before any work is started.

The Gasper 3-D Model: Your Virtual Landscape

Explore It Before We Build It
H
ERE AT GASPER, we know that most homeowners

--may be intimidated at the thought of reading and
understanding architectural blueprints. Scaled blueprints are very
important to us to accurately construct your project; but they are
not always the best way to convey our design ideas to you. This is
why for most project presentations we utilize a computerized 3-D
model. The 3-D model allows you to take a virtual walk-through
of your proposed landscape project.

Want to know exactly what you see when you look out your
back door? Or maybe you are having a hard time envisioning wall
heights on a multi-level patio? In either case, using the model,
we can easily show you. We can rotate views in real time, just as
if you were standing there yourself. Our model will give you the
confidence that what we are proposing is what you will be getting. In
fact, the only thing our 3-D model will leave to your imagination is
how much you are going to enjoy your new Gasper-built project!

“

One
of the things we liked

most about working with
Gasper was that they put
together a 3-D model in
which we could see what
the patio would look like
finished with the colors,
patterns and stone that
we selected.”

3-D MODEL

Are you having a hard time envisioning
the wall heights of a multi-level patio
on a blueprint? A Gasper 3-D model
can show you. The 3-D model allows
you to take a virtual walk through
your proposed landscape project.
The finished project comes out just
as the Gasper 3-D model illustrates.

“

Since the Gasper 3-D model

could move around in real
time, we could get a good
understanding of what the
patio would feel like before
any work was started.”

—ANDY S.

—LESLEY G.

FINISHED LANDSCAPE

“

We
are very visual

people, so being able to
see the model helped us
clearly see the finished
product and what we
wanted.”

—KEITH G.
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Learn more: www.landscapedesigns.us
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FEATURED PROJECT

FEATURED PROJECT

LANDSCAPE & HARDSCAPE SERVICES

The use of contrasting borders (left)
and different materials such as

IRREGULAR BLUESTONE

help to visually break up this large
paver PATIO into distinct outdoor
‘rooms’ for dining, gathering around a
fire pit or simply lounging.

Field of
.Dreams

A collaboration of ideas lead to
an amazing multi-functional
outdoor entertainment space

8

Learn more: www.landscapedesigns.us
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O YOU KNOW THE QUOTE “If you build

it he will come,” from the classic movie Field of Dreams,
where Kevin Costner builds a baseball diamond in his Iowa
cornfield and the 1919 Chicago White Sox come and play? Well,
it kind of reminded us of our featured project. Lesley and Keith
G. had built their home six years prior on the edge of a beautiful
New Jersey farm field. They knew they wanted a space where they
could entertain and they also like to grill and eat outside, but they
needed help to transform the ideas in their heads into a reality,
because when they looked out their back door what they saw was
a whole lot of “nothingness.” Like many of our clients, Lesley had
received one of our catalogs in the mail and brought it to Keith’s
attention. “After we got the catalog,” Keith recalled, “we did some
additional research and got confirmation from other folks on the
quality of Gasper’s work.” And ultimately after a visit to Gasper’s
location, they decided to see what Gasper could offer.

“

I am not sure what Gasper could have
done differently or better. We were
very happy front to back.”

—KEITH G.

The office staff set Lesley and Keith up with an appointment
at their home with sales designer, John Schweizer. “John came out
pretty quickly after I made the first contact. We sat down and went
over the budget, what we were expecting to spend and the general
view of what our vision was going to be for the patio. John was great
about asking very specific questions such as: what we wanted to use
the space for, how large our table would be in the dining area, how
many people we foresaw in the area, etc. He really thought through
the process and listened to us. As a result we were just blown away
with what Gasper was able to offer.” Lesley remembers.

Add depth and drama (below) to your

GASPER-BUILT STRUCTURE

with a dark-stained ceiling by Synergy
Wood Products. The pavilion ceiling,
shown here in Bordeaux, is real wood,
pre-finished with stain and completely
sealed so that your ceiling will always
look as good as the day it was installed.

One of the things they liked most about working with Gasper
was the 3-D model. “We were a little bit nervous at first because
we are both very visual people,” confessed Lesley, “but the model
allowed us to see what the patio would look like finished, with all
the colors, patterns and stone materials that we had selected.” Keith
adds, “The process was very clear and efficient. We did not feel
pressured. There was the right level of service and follow up. John
gave us time to think things over.”
Lesley and Keith both knew that they wanted to use irregular
bluestone because they liked the natural stone look and there
were a lot of blues and grays inside the house, and they were very
appreciative of John’s help in selecting other materials to compliment
the bluestone such as the concrete pavers and the wall stone. The
paving design used irregular bluestone as an outdoor ‘rug’ underneath
the dining table in the pavilion and as the cap material on the walls
and cook station. The balance of the patio is Cambridge’s concrete
316 Tanyard Road, Richboro, PA 18954 | 215-876-2840
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FEATURED PROJECT

FEATURED PROJECT

LANDSCAPE & HARDSCAPE SERVICES

“

Our families and

Field of Dreams continued

Ledgestone XL pavers whose tan and gray coloring perfectly
compliment the tan and grays in the bluestone.
The large patio is broken up into four different areas: the cook
station, the dining pavilion, the fire pit area and a smaller seating area.
Each area feels like a distinct outdoor room and makes the patio feel
intimate and cozy. The patio also bridged the gap between the house
and their son’s Tyler play set area so the whole family can be outside
together. Their favorite area is the fire pit. “We have really taken a
liking to the fire pit. We come out there a lot. Just sit outside with a
glass of wine, make some s’mores, hang out, have friends over, put on
some music and it just becomes a little party.” Lesley laughs, adding
“And because it is so well lit, we can use it late into the evening.
We even use it throughout the winter. Sometimes we just come out
and sit on the fire pit wall, don’t bother dragging out the cushions.
We just chill out, Tyler runs around and we have a great time.”
It is also important to note that the entire project was built in
phases. The patio was built in phase one. The pavilion was added
during the second phase. Having the entire area planned ahead of
time ensured that the finished project all looked compatible and
worked together seamlessly.
“Six year ago, there was no patio. We never used the space. There
was no reason to use the space. We never came out here.” says Keith.
“Now we have such a beautiful aesthetic in our yard that we can use.
Our families and friends have a great time on the patio and we have
built great memories,” adds Lesley. “When you do something, you
want to do it right. So we ultimately spent the time and found the
right partner with Gasper and it turned out great.” said Keith.
Hopefully, you can see now why we call this featured project a
Field of Dreams. What plans have you been dreaming of? Let Gasper
build it for you then see what comes.

This rectangular masonry wood fire pit
is constructed with real stone veneer,
(in Walnut Ashlar). Surrounded on three
sides by matching stone SEAT WALLS,
there is plenty of room for guests to
gather around.

This frost-resistant pot (right) is also
lightweight, which means it can stay
out year round and is easy to move.
Gasper Home & Garden Showplace
has a lot of POTTERY available
for purchase in many different styles,
sizes and colors as well as all of your
FALL FAVORITES such as
colorful mums and pumpkins!

—LESLEY G.

Gasper’s EXTERIOR

FURNISHINGS GALLERY is

the perfect place to shop for outdoor
furniture and accessories (above). Our
in-store exterior designers have over 60
years combined experience. Gasper can
deliver to the mountains, the shore or
across the country!

This patio (right) is predominately
constructed of Cambridge concrete
PAVERS. Larger, Ledgestone XL
pavers blended with two colors (Toffee
Onyx Lite and Sahara Chestnut Lite) on
a 45-degree angle make up the field.
The three-stone banded border stones
are Kingscourt 6x6, (Outer Band Onyx,
Inner Band Sahara Chestnut).

10

friends have a great
time on the patio
and we have built
great memories.”

Learn more: www.landscapedesigns.us

“We have really taken a liking to the fire
pit (left). We come out there a lot. Just
sit outside with a glass of wine, make
some s’mores, hang out, have friends
over, put on some music and it just
becomes a little party.” —Lesley G

Gasper designers know that adding
the sound of running water (left) in an
outdoor space instantly boosts the
ambience. It’s easy to do with small,
self-contained outdoor fountains
such as this metal fountain with
cascading leaves. Visit our POND
& FOUNTAIN staff for great
suggestions on a water feature that
would be appropriate for your yard.

316 Tanyard Road, Richboro, PA 18954 | 215-876-2840
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FIREPLACES AND FIRE PITS

FIREPLACES AND FIRE PITS

LANDSCAPE & HARDSCAPE SERVICES

Imagine the hours you will spend in
quiet reflection or in good conversation
in front of a Gasper-built STONE
VENEERED fireplace (left).
Accessorize with a wreath, lantern or
metal wall disc available in the Gasper
Home and Garden Showplace.

“

We
enjoy the fire pit

the most. On many
occasions we come
home, start a fire
and have a glass of
wine.”

Want the glow and fun of a real wood
fire with less effort? Try an exterior
rated GAS FIREPLACE (left),
available for natural gas or propane.
Gas fireplaces feature realistic log sets
and are extremely easy to use.

The rectangular stone fire pit (below)
is the main feature of this large
BLUESTONE patio and centers
a bright sectional couch. On a clear
evening, it creates the perfect
atmosphere to hang out with friends
and family.

—KEITH G.

Hot off the Press

W

Fireplaces and fire pits are a hot commodity

HO CAN RESIST sitting around a warm,

flickering flame into the evening with friends and
family? Considering human nature’s attraction to fire, it’s not hard
to explain why fire pits, fireplaces and the patios to accommodate
them are one of the top things people ask us to design and build
here at Gasper Landscape & Design. A patio for a fireplace or fire
pit can become a destination in your yard—a place to gather, create

leisure activities, entertain and make memories. Although the
cooler nights of autumn are the ideal time for gathering around a
fire, the truth is fireplaces or fire pits are also frequently used in the
spring and summer. We even know a few brave souls who are out
around a fire on mild winter nights. So get a glass of wine and some
marshmallows for the kids and contact us today to see what we can
design and build for your yard.
This patio (above) is naturally authentic,
with meticulously detailed stacked
FIELDSTONE WALLS and dry
laid irregular bluestone paving. The
built-in fire pit anchors the casual
seating area.
Create space on your patio specifically
for fire. On the lower patio (left) a gas
fire table is surrounded by deep,
comfortable seating and on the upper
patio, the dining table features a
built-in linear fire pit. Gasper’s

EXTERIOR FURNISHINGS
GALLERY has many styles and
brands of fire tables to choose from.
This wood burning fire pit is simply
comprised of a ring of boulders. An informal
patio of large irregular FLAGSTONE
stone set in lawn give a steady base for the
Adirondack chairs. Stones are flush and
easy to mow over.
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Learn more: www.landscapedesigns.us
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“

CARPENTRY

The
carpenters were fantastic.

I never imagined the roof
would look this good.”

WELCOME TO

The New Family Room

B

Create a favorite space with a Gasper custom structure

EING ABLE TO FIND shady refuge right in your

own back yard is probably the number one reason Gasper’s
clients request a custom structure such as a covered roof or pavilion.
Designed properly, a solid roof structure can become an outdoor
living destination, creating a comfortable place to gather with family
and friends.
At Gasper, we feel your new structure should be a focal point in
your garden. Our custom structures are thoughtfully designed to
complement the architecture of your home and work successfully with
existing elements on your property. Stone, roofing shingles, and trim
details that may exist can be replicated to create a sense of continuity.
Our customers often remark that these covered outdoor spaces
act as a second living or dining room for their families. Popular
requests such as entertainment features like large screen televisions,
audio systems, built-in bars and fireplaces, can help extend your time
spent outdoors.

Imagine yourself under this Gasperbuilt roof on a cool autumn evening…
wine glass in hand and the warm glow
of the FIREPLACE . It is the perfect
space to kick up your feet at the end of
the day.

—J IM K.
Before Gasper designed and built this attached
ROOF , the existing raised bluestone patio
baked in the hot sun. Now the roof and gas
fireplace create an inviting and comfortable spot
that can be enjoyed rain or shine. The Synergy
real wood ceiling, shown here in Auburn, is
pre-finished and completely sealed.

Of course you can also extend your season of enjoyment by
incorporating mounted outdoor heaters for the cooler seasons and
ceiling fans when things start to heat up in the summer. Gasper’s
exterior furnishings gallery can also help you furnish your space by
adding comfortable seating suited to your needs.
Ease of maintenance is also a concern to many of our clients.
Whenever possible, Gasper uses many of the composite materials on
the market today for exposed surfaces. These materials resist decay
and minimize the need for frequent painting. In addition, we offer
many ceiling material options that do not require painting, staining
or other maintenance but still provides the look and feel of real wood.
Functional design, the finest materials and meticulous
craftsmanship are true hallmarks of a Gasper custom roof or
pavilion. With a newly built structure by our experienced carpentry
team, you will enjoy an expanded living area that is sure to become
your favorite gathering space for years to come.

This large composite covered DECK
(left) was built with maximum comfort
and enjoyment in mind. Ceiling fans
keep the air moving on stuffy evenings
and a ceiling mounted TV makes this
the spot to host the next game.

This Gasper-built FOUR SEASON
ROOM (above) is warm and inviting
and thanks to A/C and radiant flooring,
it is also usable year round. The large
windows and doors still bring the
feeling of the garden inside.

This free-standing PAVILION
provides a shady area for an outdoor
kitchen with ample bar top seating.
Built with similar material as the house,
the two look as if they were built at the
same time, not as an afterthought.

14

Learn more: www.landscapedesigns.us
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EVENTS

Favorite Fall Events at Gasper
Learn, create and enjoy at seminars and family fun events

A

TTEND ONE of our many

fun and informative seminars,
workshops or events which we run
throughout the year. Our informative
seminars are specially crafted for garden
enthusiasts and do-it-yourselfers, while
our family friendly events guarantee
a fun day for kids and parents alike.

SEPTEMBER

28 Saturday (11am–3pm) RAIN OR SHINE
CREATE YOUR OWN SCARECROW
Bring your old cast-off clothing and we’ll supply
the straw, twine, safety pins and paint to design
your own scarecrow. Small cover charge. FREE
hot cider and refreshments for attendees.
28 Saturday (11am–3pm) RAIN OR SHINE
PUMPKIN PAINTING
Gasper artists are on hand to help you paint
your pumpkin! Small cover charge per child.
Pumpkins are purchased separately. FREE hot
cider and refreshments for attendees.

7 Saturday (9am–12pm)
LAWNCARE SEMINAR (9am–10am)
EXPERT ADVICE AND Q&A (10am–12pm)
Meet lawn care specialist from
Jonathan Green™ Lawn and
Garden Products. Learn
how to keep your lawn
lush and green throughout the year. Organic
options will be presented. Great discounts and
product advice. Q&A after session. FREE EVENT.

12 Saturday (11am–3pm) RAIN OR SHINE
PUMPKIN PAINTING
Gasper artists are on hand to help you paint
your pumpkin! Small cover charge per child.
Pumpkins are purchased separately. FREE hot
cider and refreshments for attendees.

14 Saturday (9am)
POND SEMINAR:
POND NETTING AND
WINTERIZING YOUR POND
Prepare for the colder season months and
get informed! Much of the next season’s
maintenance of a pond is determined by
how much you do before the cold hits.
Q&A after session. FREE EVENT.

19 Saturday (11am–3pm) RAIN OR SHINE
CREATE YOUR OWN SCARECROW
Bring your old cast-off clothing and we’ll supply
the straw, twine, safety pins and paint to design
your own scarecrow. Small cover charge. FREE
hot cider and refreshments for attendees.

OCTOBER

5 Saturday (11am–3pm) RAIN OR SHINE
CREATE YOUR OWN SCARECROW
Bring your old cast-off clothing and we’ll supply
the straw, twine, safety pins and paint to design
your own scarecrow. Small cover charge. FREE
hot cider and refreshments for attendees.
5 Saturday (11am–3pm) RAIN OR SHINE
PUMPKIN PAINTING
Gasper artists are on hand to help you paint
your pumpkin! Small cover charge per child.
Pumpkins are purchased separately. FREE hot
cider and refreshments for attendees.
12 Saturday (11am–3pm) RAIN OR SHINE
CREATE YOUR OWN SCARECROW
Bring your old cast-off clothing and we’ll supply
the straw, twine, safety pins and paint to design
your own scarecrow. Small cover charge. FREE
hot cider and refreshments for attendees.

16

Learn more: www.gasperstore.net

19 Saturday (11am–3pm) RAIN OR SHINE
PUMPKIN PAINTING
Gasper artists are on hand to help you paint
your pumpkin! Small cover charge per child.
Pumpkins are purchased separately. FREE hot
cider and refreshments for attendees.
26 Saturday (11am–2pm)
“MAKE IT—TAKE IT”
FAIRY GARDEN WORKSHOP
Purchase your fairy garden merchandise from
our wide selection of containers, plants and
adorable miniature accessories. Our nursery
experts will help you design and create your
own magical garden. DEMONSTRATION IS
FREE, ACCESSORIES & MATERIALS FEE

Home and
Garden Showplace
Contact us to start
your next project.
215-876-2840
www.gasperstore.net
316 Tanyard Road, Richboro, PA 18954 | 215-876-2840
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HALLOWEEN

HALLOWEEN

HOME & GARDEN S HOWPLACE

Raise Your Spirits at Gasper

Discover Halloween decorations that will spook everyone

HALLOWEEN
FAVORITES
at GASPER

Jack-O-Lantern Witch Pumpkin
16" tall, terra cotta
SKU 1004148 39.99

Classic Jack-O-Lantern
12" SKU 1004141 29.99
14" SKU 1004142 49.99

Smiling Jack-O-Lantern
13" SKU 1004143 29.99
14" SKU 1004144 (reg. 59.99) 49.99

Long Tall Jack-O-Lantern
16" SKU 1004145
(reg. 34.99) SALE 29.99

Resin Pumpkins

Weighted Pumpkin
3¼" tall x 4½" wide
SKU 153590 6.99

Long Stem Pumpkin
9" tall x 7½" wide
SKU 1017405 16.99

Classic Pumpkin
10" tall x11" wide
SKU 1017401 29.99

Classic Pumpkin
8½" tall x 8½" wide
SKU 1017402 19.99

Classic Pumpkin
7½" tall x 11" wide
SKU 1017404 26.99

Lighted Gourd Jack-O-Lanterns
2 assorted, resin
small SKU 1017570 27.99
large SKU 1017569 29.99

Lighted Jack-O-Lanterns
2 assorted, resin
SKU 1017571 29.99

Fabric Happy Scarecrows
Assorted, 18" tall
SKU 1017363 2.49

Black Cat

Pumpkin Two-Tone Green
6" tall x 6½" wide
SKU 1017410 12.99

Purple-Gray Pumpkin
5½" tall x 7" wide
SKU 1017411 12.99

Classic Red Pumpkin
8" tall x 8" wide
SKU 1017406 16.99

Fat Red Pumpkin
8" tall x 12" wide
SKU 1017407 26.99

Pumpkin Boysenberry
9" tall x 8" wide
SKU 1017408 14.99

Halloween Figurines 6" tall
4 assorted SKU 1017340 5.99

Yard Stake Silhouettes 3 assorted, 44–60" tall
Zombie SKU 1017333 49.99 Witch SKU 1017335 49.99

Corn Cob Resin Pumpkins
6", 3 assorted
SKU 1017313 7.99

Halloween Pumpkin Planter
10" SKU 1011012 19.99
12" SKU 1011013 24.99

18

Perfect for
your mums!

Learn more: www.gasperstore.net

Harvest Art Resin Pumpkins 4 assorted, 7"–9" starting at 12.99

Metallic Harvest Pumpkins
9", 2 assorted
SKU 1017310 19.99

Produce instant fear in any of
your superstitious guests with
this realistic 11½-inch replica
of a black cat. Made with resin
and detailed to purr-fection.
SKU 1011354
(reg. 49.99) SALE 39.99

Metal Halloween
Luminaries 5 assorted
sizes up to 30" tall
starting at 14.99

Blown Glass Pumpkins 7–8", 6 assorted starting at 19.99

316 Tanyard Road, Richboro, PA 18954 | 215-876-2840
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FLORAL

Our Favorite Floral Accents

Bring in the warmth of fall with wreaths, garland, picks and sprays
Welcome Guests with a Fall Harvest Wreath

Beaded Berry
Candle Rings

Seasonal
Candle Rings

Add a touch of autumn charm
with this beautiful beaded
berry candle ring. Made of
gypsum material with frost
beaded accents. Perfect
for displaying on a shelf or
mantel as a decorative holiday
statement piece.
A. 7" diameter
fits up to 3" pillar candle  
SKU 1017561 9.99
B. 4" diameter
fits votive candle
SKU 1017564 4.99
C. 3" diameter
fits taper candle
SKU 1017565 2.99

Fig Leaf Wreath 30"
SKU 1017385 49.99

Apple Pinecone Wreath 30"
SKU 1017397 49.99

Pumpkin Gourd Maple Wreath 24"
SKU 1017398 59.99

Pumpkin Eucalyptus Wreath 30"
SKU 1017399 79.99

B.

Pumpkin & Squash Wreath 24"
SKU 0154018 (reg. 49.99) 39.99

Pumpkin and Berry Wreath 24"
SKU 1017322 (reg. 49.99) 29.99

Pumpkin and Berry Wreath 21"
SKU 1017323 (reg. 59.99) 39.99

Pumpkin Candle Ring
3" diameter SKU 0154024 8.99

A.

C

Pumpkin Berry Husk Candle Ring
SKU 1009484 8.99

Mixed Maple Leaf Wreath 24"
SKU 0154124 (reg. 49.99) 29.99

Frame a Door, Window or Mantle with Gorgeous Garland

Pumpkin Berry Garland 6' SKU 1017528 29.99

Pumpkin Gourd Maple Garland 5' SKU 1017529 39.99

FAVORITE
CANDLE
RINGS

Pumpkin Maple Leaf Spray
18" SKU 1017532 8.99

Add a Touch of Autumn with Picks and Sprays

Twig Harvest with Berry Garland 5' SKU 0154112 16.99

Natural Look Pumpkin Garland 58" SKU 154023 14.99

Mixed Maple Leaf Garland 6' SKU 0154113 (reg. 39.99) 26.99

Pumpkin Pinecone Berry Garland 5' SKU 0153933 (reg. 39.99) 29.99
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Learn more: www.gasperstore.net

Pumpkin Leaf Berry Pick 14", 3 assorted SKU 0154111 3.99

Berry Bush 4 pieces,
15", orange SKU 1017370 14.99

Gourd Maple Leaf Spray
18" SKU 1017531 8.99

316 Tanyard Road, Richboro, PA 18954 | 215-876-2840
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FALL DÉCOR

Welcome Guests in Fall Style

Gasper has everything to add a flair of autumn style to your home

HOME & GARDEN S HOWPLACE

Garden Flags (stand sold separately)

Visit GASPER
to see
MANY MORE

FAVORITES

Cornstalk
Bundles

Indian Corn
Bundles

Pumpkins and
Gourds

A perfect seasonal accent for a
front porch. Combine them with
pumpkins and add a wreath.

The colors and texture of Indian
corn adds an instant rustic look to
your fall decor.

You know fall is here when pumpkins
and gourds adorn porches, steps,
urns, mantles and tabletops.

15%
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Starting at 2.99 per bundle

Learn more: www.gasperstore.net

Pumpkins and Gourds 15% OFF
with coupon on page 53

Witch on a Broom Garden Flag
13x18" SKU 1004086 14.99

Floral Pumpkin Burlap Garden Flag
13x18" SKU 1017576 14.99

Happy Halloween Garden Flag
13x18" SKU 1017594 10.99

Monster Couple Garden Flag
13x18" SKU 1011424 10.99

Apple Pumpkin Garden Flag
13x18" SKU 1011430 10.99

Pumpkin & Sunflower Garden Flag
13x18" SKU 1011429 10.99

House Flags (pole sold separately)

Seasonal Tablescape

Pumpkin & Sunflower House Flag
28x44" SKU 1011405 22.99

Welcome Leaves House Flag
28x44" SKU 1017583 32.99

Maple Leaf Place Mat 32"
SKU 1017368 18.99

Maple Leaf Table Runner
SKU 1004660 16.99

Pumpkin Patch Woven Mat
SKU 1017615 32.99

Apple Basket Embossed Mat
SKU 1011443 24.99

Pumpkin Shaped Trio Mat
SKU 1011439 19.99

Straw Bales

Need an easy-to-do decoration idea
for the front of your home? Start with
a pile of straw bales from Gasper!
Add on some fall leaves, plants and
pumpkins and your all set!

Welcome Mats

OFF

Cornstalk Bundle NOW 6.99 each

Fall Floral Welcome Burlap Flag
13x18" SKU 1011414 14.99

Mini Straw Bales NOW 4.99
Large Straw Bales NOW 9.99

Haunted House Welcome Mat
with LED lights and Music
SKU 1017603 39.99

316 Tanyard Road, Richboro, PA 18954 | 215-876-2840
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HOUSE PLANTS

Gasper carries a
wide assortment
of houseplants in
the Garden Center
greenhouse.

ANNUALS

HOME & GARDEN S HOWPLACE

Cool Weather Annuals

Hardy annuals are a great way to extend brilliant color into fall
Add vibrant color to
your fall garden!

COOL WEATHER
ANNUALS

3

4½" pots

Our Five Favorite Houseplants

$ 99

EACH

Cool Weather Annuals include million bells, lobelia, osteospermum,
petunias, geraniums, ornamental peppers, celosia and more!

Ornamental Cabbage and Kale
2-gallon NOW 5.99 each

Ornamental Peppers up to 12" pots
Starting at 4.99 each

It’s the touches of green that truly make a space come alive

I

T’S MORE THAN paint, furniture, and art that makes a room feel

inviting and finished—it’s the touches of green that make a space come
alive. If you’re new to caring for indoor plants, we’ve selected our favorites
that are most refreshing for any décor style and are also easy to keep alive.
Snake Plant
Snake plants are modern, sleek, and a
natural air purifier. The smaller versions
are popular for side tables, dressers, and
buffets. The larger ones can easily add
drama to any room. Snake plants grow
thin and tall, which adds a sleek element to
any interior design. You can find them in
several different varieties and colors to best
fit your home’s décor.
If you’ve placed your snake plant in a
low-light room and forget about it for a
month, it may still flourish—snake plants

are very resilent. But, that doesn’t mean
to discard your care routine. A large plant
needs about a cup of water every week to
ten days. When you see the soil is dry, water
it. Fertilize 1-2 times each season.
Fiddle Leaf Fig
The fiddle leaf fig is popular for a good
reason—the large green fan-like leaves make
a beautiful, modern statement. Fiddle leaf
figs can grow over eight feet, filling up any
sparse corner in your home. Just keep it
trimmed if it grows too wild.

Fiddle leaf figs look great in a basket.
After planting it in a well-draining pot,
place the pot in a basket. By using a basket
you can easily change out the look of the
plant without replanting it.
Once you find a spot for a fiddle leaf fig,
keep them there if you can—they tend not
like being moved to other locations. After
you’ve found that nice, sunny spot, make it
your fiddle leaf fig’s home to thrive.
You’ll only want to add about a cup
of water after an inch of topsoil dries out.
Fiddle leaf figs also love light, so place them
where they’ll receive plenty of indirect
light. Fertilize 1-2 times a season, skipping
the winter months.
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Fiddle Leaf Fig

Learn more: www.gasperstore.net

Philodendron

Succulents & Air Plants

Mum Planter 14" pot
NOW 29.99

Mum Hanging Baskets 12" pot
(reg. 14.99) SALE 11.99 each

Mum Planters 12" pot
(reg. 14.99) SALE 11.99

SALE 5 for 21.95 with coupon on
page 53 (reg. 5.99 each)

Fall Pansies regular flats  (reg. 15.99)
13.99 with coupon on page 53

Mixed Cool Weather Planters
Starting at 19.99 each with coupon
on page 53

Cool Weather Hanging Baskets
10" pot 2.00 OFF with coupon on
page 53

Beautiful Fall Asters 2-gallon
NOW 6.99 each

Celosia Intenz Classic pink or dark
purple, 9" pot NOW 9.99 each

Assorted Herbs Basil, rosemary,
mint, oregano, thyme, and more!
6" pots. NOW 3.99 each

Cool Weather Vegetables
Cauliflower, Spinach, Lettuce,
Swiss Chard, Beets, Kale, and more!

Colorful Fall Bulbs for spring blooms
20% OFF with coupon on page 53

CONTINUE READING ONLINE

gasper.net/houseplants

All our favorites (and many more) are available in the Gasper Garden Center

Snake Plant

Mums
1-gallon pot

Boston Fern

316 Tanyard Road, Richboro, PA 18954 | 215-876-2840
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High-Quality Trees

Your Fall Garden To-Do List

FALL

FAVORITE
TREES

Add color and character to your landscape

at GASPER

6–7'

Assorted
Evergreen
Trees

139

$

99

(reg. 159.99–199.99)
Choose from the following
varieties: White Pine,
Norway Spruce, Colorado
Blue Spruce

T

A morsel of effort is worth a bundle of blooms

HE FIRST FROST will arrive soon.

Is your garden ready for winter? Follow this
to-do list to keep up with all of those end-ofseason garden chores and have your garden ready
to weather the winter. Your garden will thank you
in the spring.

Cut back and weed perennials

Pull dead or wilting annuals

Harvest any remaining vegetables,
berries or fruits from your garden

Clean up overgrown areas,
removing all weeds and debris

Plant new flowering bulbs

Plant new trees and shrubs

Inspect trees and trim any loose branches

Place fencing to protect plants from
animals that might eat them

Shred or mulch leaves for fertilizer

Cover planting beds with mulch after weeding

Till the soil to expose insects about to go dormant

Add fertilizer to increase your chances of a
stronger lawn during the colder months

Test soil for pH and treat as needed

Check for good drainage on containers.

‘Green Giant’ Arborvitae
5'–6' deer resistant
(reg. 149.99) SALE 129.99

‘Emerald Green’ Arborvitae
5'–6' (reg. 59.99) SALE 49.99

Leyland Cypress
5'–6', Gracefully arching branches
(reg. 159.99) SALE 129.99

Beautyberry ‘Early Amethyst’
3-gallon, purple berries
(reg. 34.99) SALE 29.99

HOME & GARDEN S HOWPLACE

Most of the containers sold at Gasper are
frost-RESISTANT, not frost-PROOF! The
best way to help your pots make it through
the winter is to make sure they have excellent
drainage. It is a key essential to make sure that
the drainage hole of pots that you are going
to leave outdoors is clear of debris. Products
such as pot feet or pot risers can help raise
the pot off the ground, giving a few inches
of clearance and therefore better drainage.


Clean and sharpen pruners

Store lawn mower and empty gas tank

Scrub all tools and oil them to prevent rusting

Cover compost pile with straw or plastic

Wilt Stop your broad leafed evergreens. Your

An Organic Fertilizer
For Every Need

plants need water even during their dormancy.
Usually water is available during winter storms
and thaws. Broad leaf evergreens such as
laurels, hollies, boxwood and rhododendrons
are particularly vulnerable to drying, harsh
winter winds especially when grounds are
frozen. Winter damage can result in dry, brown
leaves the following spring. This is particularly
important for new plantings since their root
systems are not fully developed. Spraying these
vulnerable plants with an anti-transpirant such
as Wilt Stop, can provide some protection
against this type of winter damage. Wilt Stop
is a clear coating that is sprayed on leaves to
help reduce moisture loss under times of water
stress and we have found it effective on reducing
winter burn. We recommend spraying your
plants 2-3 times in late fall/early winter.

A Few Reminders

Keep mowing— If your grass is long when snow

arrives, it creates brown patches come spring.

Keep watering— Trees, shrubs and perennials

are putting all their energy into their roots as the
plants become dormant. Their roots need water.
Have questions about preparing for a beautiful

spring garden? Need help tackling this list?
Visit Gasper for expert guidance and let the
professionals put your yard to bed for winter.

4-lb. bag (reg. 14.99) SALE 12.99
12-lb. bag (reg. 29.99) SALE 24.99
25-lb. bag (reg. 49.99) SALE 39.99

— EXPERT TIPS —

Organic Soil Builder
When planting don’t forget Bumper Crop!
Give your plants a boost with Bumper Crop
Organic Soil Builder. This organic soil additive is
super-charged with mycorrhizae, worm castings,
kelp meal, and dehydrated poultry manure.
Flowering Dogwood
Arriving in early October.
6' Pink or White
(reg. 139.99) SALE 99.99
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Kousa Dogwood
Arriving in early October.
2–2½ caliper, blooms later, great bark
(reg. 249.99) SALE 199.99

Learn more: www.gasperstore.net

‘Heritage’ River Birch
Arriving in early October.
8'–10' (reg. 199.99) SALE 129.99

‘Red Sunset’ or ‘October Glory’ Maple
Arriving in early October.
10–12' tall, brilliant red-orange fall color
(reg. 249.99) SALE 199.99

Red Twig Dogwood
3-gallon (reg. 39.99) SALE 29.99

Wilt Stop Protective coating your
plant’s leaves. 40-oz. trigger spray.
(reg. 11.99) SALE 14.99

Bumper Crop Organic Soil Builder
1 cu. ft. (reg. 14.99) SALE 9.99
2 cu. ft. (reg. 24.99) SALE 18.99

— G ASPER C AN H ELP —
316 Tanyard Road, Richboro, PA 18954 | 215-876-2840
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Brilliant Late Bloomers

Landscape designers reveal their favorite fall plants

T

REES ARE NOT THE ONLY plants that put on

a colorful foliage display this time of year. With the growing
season coming to a close and winter just around the corner, fall is a
bittersweet time of the year. What is a more fitting send-off to a fine
growing season than a riotous swan song of maroon, yellow, orange,
and red? When many people think of fall leaf color, native trees
such as sugar maple (Acer saccharum) and quaking aspen (Populus
tremuloides) come to mind. A number of native shrubs, however,
blaze just as brilliantly and at a scale more suitable for smaller gardens.
Flowerings shrubs add so much color and texture in the garden.
You can get awesome diversity in your landscaping by planting
shrubs such as burning bush or winterberry holly that add interest
in the fall season. Actual flowering slows down in shrubs during
summer, but many shrubs flash brilliant fall colors to make up for
any lack of summer flowering.
What makes some plants wait until fall to bloom? It has to do
with their photoperiod. Known as short-day plants, a fall flowering
plant’s bud formation is triggered by the gradual shortening of
daylight after the first day of summer. Lots of plants offer colorful
blooms or leaves in autumn, and they can make any garden glow.
Flower gardens can be even more brilliant in color during the
fall. Several herbaceous annuals and perennials come into their full
glory in the fall. The old faithfuls for fall color are chrysanthemums
(mums) and pansies. These colorful plants provide instant beauty.
When planted in the fall, pansies will become established and some
will survive the winter to bloom again in early spring.
The landscape designers at Gasper offer the following favorite
plants for fall. Mix and match them as you please and enjoy an
autumn burst of color!
Itea virginica ‘Little Henry’
Virginia Sweetspire
This compact plant starts out the summer
with a beautiful display of fragrant white
flowers that blanket the shrub. As summer
progresses, shiny disease-free foliage appears
until fall when the foliage turns a stunning
garnet-red.
Hydrangea quericfolia
Oakleaf Hydrangea
Oakleaf hydrangeas are such generous
performers that their lovely panicles of
flowers are just the icing on the cake. Long,
cone-shaped clusters of pure white flowers
mature to pink with age. Dark green oak-like
leaves turn red-purple or bright red in the fall.
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Learn more: www.gasperstore.net

Great Prices on Shrubs

FALL

FAVORITE
PLANTS
at GASPER

‘Winter Red’ Winterberry Holly
30-36" (reg. 79.99) SALE 59.99

Nandina domestica
Heavenly Bamboo
Lacy green leaves on upright cane-like stems
turn brilliant red in autumn. Clusters of tiny
cream-colored flowers are followed by bright
red berries. Versatile and durable, effective as
a specimen plant for screening or in borders.
Evergreen. This is not a spreading type.
Acer rubrum ‘October Glory’
Red Maple
Outstanding, reliable, bright orange to deep,
reddish purple fall color. A tall form with a
dense, rounded crown and large, medium
green leaves in spring and summer. Foliage is
held on the tree later into fall than with most
other red maple varieties.
Panicum virgatum ‘Northwind’
Switchgrass
Olive to blue-green foliage turns golden yellow
in autumn. Airy flower panicles produce
showy seed heads in the fall through winter.
Sturdy stems stay upright, even under snow
load, giving protection to wintering songbirds.

HOME & GARDEN S HOWPLACE

Fall is a great time for planting shrubs

Re-blooms in spring, summer,
and fall.

‘Crimson Pygmy’ Barberry
3-gal. pot (reg. 29.99) SALE 19.99

‘Encore’ Re-blooming Azaleas
18-24", (reg. 39.99) SALE 29.99

‘Blue Prince’ or ‘Princess’ Holly
18-24" (reg. 39.99) SALE 24.99

‘Color Guard’ Yucca
3-gallon (reg. 29.99) SALE 24.99

‘Gulf Stream’ Nandina
3-gallon (reg. 39.99) SALE 29.99

‘Endless Summer’ Hydrangea
3-gallon (reg. 39.99) SALE 29.99

‘Shamrock’ Inkberry Holly
18-24" (reg. 34.99) SALE 24.99

Assorted Spirea
3-gallon (reg. 29.99) SALE 24.99

Assorted Butterfly Bush 3-gallon
(reg. 29.99) SALE 24.99

‘Green Velvet’ Boxwood 18-21"
(reg. 79.99) SALE 59.99

Burning Bush 18-24"
(reg. 34.99) SALE 24.99

‘Golden’ Euonymus 15-18"
(reg. 34.99) SALE 29.99

‘Silver King’ Euonymus 18-24”
(reg. 39.99) SALE 29.99

Knock Out Roses outperform all other flowering shrubs. With its ability to
bloom from May–Dec and its ease of care, it is no wonder it is the #1 rose
planted in the USA. 3-gal. pot (reg. 29.99) 21.99 with coupon on page 53.

Fothergilla gardenia ‘Blue Shadow’
Dwarf Fothergilla
Valuable plant used for hedges and borders.
Attractive in three seasons: fragrant showy
spring flowers; frosty blue leaves in summer;
and brilliant yellow, red, and orange fall color.
Amsonia hubrichtii
Blue Star
An erect, clump-forming plant that is
primarily grown in cultivation for its blue
spring flowers, feathery green summer foliage
and golden fall color. Powdery blue, ½" starlike flowers appear in terminal clusters in late
spring atop stems rising to 3' tall. Feathery, soft-textured, needlelike, alternate leaves are bright green in spring and summer, but
turn bright gold in autumn. Best fall foliage color usually occurs in
full sun, but flowers generally last longer if given some afternoon
shade in hot sun areas. Consider cutting back the stems by about
6" after flowering to help keep stems upright and to shape plants
into a nice foliage mound.

Bayer Rose and Flower Care
32-oz. concentrate
(reg. 19.99) SALE 24.99

316 Tanyard Road, Richboro, PA 18954 | 215-876-2840
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Heavy Duty Wrought Iron

The Gasper Garden Center carries over 300 wrought iron items
Giant Selection of Shepherd’s Hooks

MANY MORE
SHEPHERD HOOKS

Starting at

You’ll find many varieties of shepherd’s hooks, hurricane hooks, crane
hooks, round bar classic hooks, flag hooks and basket hooks.
TIP: Hooks are great for hanging lanterns and bird feeders, too!

8

$ 99

Feed the Birds this Fall

Invite song to your yard with attractive bird feeders

You will find a
large assortment
of wrought iron
items at Gasper
including:
• arches
• trellises
• obelisks
• hose holders
• hanging baskets
• flag stands/hooks
• lantern hooks
• shepherd's hooks
• window boxes
• planters
• plant stands
• wall hangers
and hooks
• hurricane hooks
• crane hooks
• and much more!

WE CARRY

OVER 40

BIRD FEEDERS AND

OVER 70
BIRD HOUSES

Suet Feeder with Tail-Prop Design
Songbird Essentials, made from
recycled materials
SKU 0154985 14.99

MADE IN USA

Arch with Double Gate
black SKU G312687
(reg. 369.99) SALE 249.99

Alluring Fire Pits

Arch with Bench
black SKU G312689
(reg. 399.99) SALE 249.99

Cedar Suet Feeder with Tail-Prop
Design Nature's Way, made
from real cedar wood.
SKU 182114 19.99

Wild Bird Suet Treats
Suet is a very energy-dense food
source that is readily eaten by
a wide variety of birds. While
commonly fed in the winter, suet
can be fed year-round as it is also a
good energy source during breeding
months as well as a good source of
quick energy for young fledglings
learning to forage on their own.
Buy two, get the third free (equal or
lesser value) Starting at 1.99

Your Bird Food Headquarters

Ever notice how everyone loves to gather around a fire pit? A fire pit can
extend your enjoyment of the outdoors by providing warmth, light, and a
source of ambience. Fire pits create natural gathering spots, perfect for
socializing late into the evening.

City Lights Memphis Fire Pit

Big Sky Fire Pit
available
in 2
finishes
Lyric Wild Bird Food
Lyric Seed Varieties
20-lb. bag
Starting at 4.99
SKU 0413925
(reg. 21.99)
SALE 17.99
LYRIC BRAND
BIRD FOOD

Includes cooking grate, safety ring/
handle, spark guard cover and poker
26"x26" (reg. 149.99) SALE 119.99
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Includes cooking grate, spark guard
cover and poker, 29½"x29½"x23½"
(reg. 199.99) SALE 149.99

Learn more: www.gasperstore.net

Colchester Garden Arches
84" tall, available in 2 widths:
42" wide 349.99
54" wide (reg. 399.99) SALE 369.99

Victorian Arch
black, 54" wide, 105" tall
SKU 0122207 319.99

15% OFF
REGULAR PRICE
with coupon
on page 53

WE CARRY

OVER 20
VARIETIES OF
BIRD SEED
TO CHOOSE FROM

Magnum Thistle Feeder
Durable, attractive, easy to fill and
clean with easy open top, capacity:
5-lbs., color: hunter green,
dimensions: 8½" x 8½" x 12½"
SKU 143290 19.99

Squirrel Buster Line of Feeders
Truly squirrel-proof since
the weight of an adult squirrel
automatically closes the shroud
denying access to seed.
Whether neighborhood birds
prefer eating bird seed from
perches or want mesh they
can cling to (like chickadees,
nuthatches and gold finches), this
Mini Squirrel-Proof Bird Feeder is
the right choice.
Protected by a metal shroud,
this bird feeder makes it nearly
impossible for squirrels to get into
the bird seed. Made by Brome and
built to last, the Mini SquirrelProof Bird Feeder has four durable
perches on which birds can feed
or rest. It's also made to be easy to
clean and re-stock with bird seed.
Mini (above) SKU 0127989 29.99
Classic SKU 0127990 59.99

316 Tanyard Road, Richboro, PA 18954 | 215-876-2840
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POTTERY

NATURAL STONE

Stunning Selection of Pottery

Sales on frost-resistant glazed pottery and amazing lava pottery

HOME & GARDEN S HOWPLACE

Enduring Natural Stone

Giant selection of benches, animals, bird baths and more!
Top Quality Boulder and Granite Benches

Frost-Resistant
Glazed Ceramic Pottery

50

%
OFF

Straight Boulder Bench
SKU 0128921
(reg. 399.99) SALE 299.99

regular price

Side Leg Bench
SKU 0130311
(reg. 399.99) SALE 299.99

Curved Boulder Bench
SKU 0137173
(reg. 499.99) SALE 299.99

Charcoal Granite Bench
SKU 0137175
(reg. 399.99) SALE 199.99

Boulder Standing Hedgehogs
available in 2", 6" and 8" tall
starting at 4.99

Natural Stone Steppers 12", create
an interesting pattern with these
octagon-shaped steppers with
hummingbird, butterfly and
dragonfly designs. 16.99 each

Granite & Stone Boulder Fountain
Each one unique! Starting at 99.99

Polished Stone Fountain
charcoal granite, polished,
16" diameter, 6" tall SKU 1014864
(reg. 299.99) SALE 199.99

Unique Animal Creations
JUST
ARRIVED!

Visit our new selection
of over 100 styles and sizes
of glazed ceramic pottery at

50–80%
OFF
REGULAR PRICE

40% OFF Ceramic Glazed Balls & stools

Located in the
Clearance Area

Lava Pots available in 7 colors

Lava Brown

Lava Black Moon

Lava Beige

Granite Boulder Owls Available in
multiple sizes, ranging from 2" to
20" tall starting at 5.99

Granite Boulder Turtle Hand-carved
from natural granite boulders. 2–18"
starting at 5.99

Natural Stone Water Features

Lava Blue Purple

Lava Blue

Lava Green

Lava Rust

Lava Pots available in multiple sizes and shapes
Carved Basalt Boulder Fountains
18–48" tall Starting at 149.99
(basins and pumps sold separately)

Granite Boulder Fountain
16" tall SKU 1014862 229.99
21" tall SKU 1014863 299.99

Natural Stone Bird Baths

Natural Stone Bird Baths 22–26", featuring a polished rim, natural edge
and base, blending beautifully into any landscape.  Starting at 149.99
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Learn more: www.gasperstore.net

Granite Boulder Lanterns
Stone lanterns that are
hundreds of years old can still
be found in Japanese gardens.
Our hand-carved granite
boulder recreations are just
as durable and beautiful, and
they are already drilled for
electric lighting. Each lantern
is unique, available in sizes
ranging from 20–39" tall.
Starting at 199.99

316 Tanyard Road, Richboro, PA 18954 | 215-876-2840
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ZEN GARDEN
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Peaceful Possibilities

Create an emphasis on peace and meditation in your garden

Z

EN CENTERS ON a personal relationship with your

. own mind, and a higher, undefined entity outside of yourself.
Being zen is essentially a state of being at peace with your own
thoughts, and being self-aware of your place within the universe.
What confuses people about zen is that there is no formal
practice or set routine that people must practice to achieve the
enlightenment that zen presents as a possibility. Rather than
spending weeks, months or even years dedicated to religious texts or
elaborate rituals, zen Buddhists and practitioners focus on breaking
through the boundaries of traditional thought and behavior to
witness the world as it truly is.

The moment of this “breakthrough” is called satori, and
references when the veil of our conceived reality is stripped away, and
enlightenment is achieved. The connection to Buddhism is essential
when understanding zen. After all, Buddha is not considered a god,
but the belief is that he achieved ultimate enlightenment through
the process of zen meditation. Similarly, zen celebrates the idea that
all human beings are already enlightened, but clouded by ignorance.
They simply need to achieve satori to overcome this block.
However you choose to practice zen teachings and beliefs in
your life, the end goal is the same—enlightenment and a more
self-aware existence.

River Stone Oval Ring on Stand
30" tall SKU 1013439 149.99

Natural River Stone Rings
20" diameter SKU 1007783 99.99
24" diameter SKU 1007782 149.99

Heart Garden Stand w/Glass Heart
36" tall SKU 1007790 119.99
60" tall SKU 1007792 199.99

Heart Wreath with Stone Heart
16" tall SKU 1013441 69.99
w/glass heart SKU 1013440 69.99

River Stone Spiral on Stand
20" tall SKU 1013431 129.99
28" tall SKU 1013432 169.99

Shaolin Gold Monk
8" SKU 1013454 29.99

Hear No Evil Baby Elephant
SKU 1013478 19.99

Balanced Buddha Figurine
24" tall, cement
SKU 1013484 159.99
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Learn more: www.gasperstore.net

Teak Root Bench
Small, 55" two-seater 349.99
Large, 63" three-seater 399.99

Teak Crocodile Bench
48" 129.99 70" 199.99 75" 269.99

Boat Wood Bench with Back Created with
antique boat wood reclaimed from fishing
vessels that washed ashore after the Tsunami.
51" SKU 1008074 (reg. 299.99) SALE 249.99

Zen Garden Fall Preview

New shipment of zen garden décor arriving from Indonesia in late September
See stunning statues, furniture and garden décor made from Indonesian
green stone, sand stone, natural stone, terra cotta, teak wood, teak root,
river stone, pebble stone, reclaimed boat wood, lava stone, marble and

seagrass. Browse through pots, vases, bowls, lanterns, animal statues,
dragon statues, Buddha statues, shaolin statues, steppers, skulls, baskets
and a variety of patio furniture. Visit Gasper for inspiration that lasts.

Cairn Towers
6–14" tall Starting at 19.99

Rock Tower Stacked Stone
14–72" tall Starting at 29.99

316 Tanyard Road, Richboro, PA 18954 | 215-876-2840
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GARDEN ACCENTS

Inspiring Garden Décor

QMT Windchimes

59

®

A.

B.

99

$

Hand-tuned and weatherresistant to ensure your garden
will look and sound beautiful…
rain or shine!

Little angels, little devils, little dragons and more!

GARDEN DÉCOR

Our Best Seller!
CORINTHIAN BELLS
27" WIND CHIME

WE ARE A PROUD RETAILER OF

WHITEHALL

(reg. 69.99)

Home

C.

The perfect way to remember a lost friend

Heart-shaped Cherub 11½" tall,
polystone, antique gray finish
SKU 1007228 29.99

Cherub Bird Feeder
cement, 12¼" tall
SKU 0131379 29.99

Dress up your gutters and gardens with these medieval
monsters. Visit Gasper to see more gargoyles!

Wicked Gargoyles

Get your gargoyles just in time for
Halloween. These spooky creatures,
which seem especially relevant this
time of year, were first used to decorate
the drain spouts of 13th century churches.
Today they can be found protecting
gardens from evil spirts and trespassers.
Gasper has a large selection of these little
devils in many sizes and levels of terror.
Starting at 49.99

A. Corinthian Bells 27"–74" starting at 49.99

FINIAL

B. Arabesque 29"–59" starting at 99.99

Sale ends
October 31st!

C. Shenandoah Melodies 25"–67" starting at 49.99

PERSONALIZED
2-SIDED ALUMINUM
TOPPER

PERSONALIZED
ALUMINUM DOOR
PLAQUE

NEWSPAPER BOX

Flamed Copper Wall and Garden Décor
Add an artful touch to your living space with disc-shaped wall art.

20%

LARGER

Little Dragons
These cute little creatures
are sure to brighten up your
garden, patio or home. Made
of high-quality solid cast stone,
the little dragons will bring
smiles to you and your guests
for years. More dragons to
select from both online and
in store. Assorted.
SALE 39.99

Garden

For more than 70 years, Whitehall has been crafting
distinctive home accents for the discerning
homeowner. These treasures reflect a style and
elegance rarely seen in outdoor products. Cast
from fine materials such as bronze, copper and
aluminum, Whitehall accents will stand the test
of weather and time.

SKU 1000496

Pet Guardians assorted, made from fiber cement starting at 29.99
Visit gasper to see many more breeds, sizes and styles of pet guardians.

&

Personalized Plaques
Mailboxes • Sundials
Weathervanes • Bird Feeders
Home & Garden Accents

Guardian Angels

SKU 1000498

HOME & GARDEN S HOWPLACE

DECORATIVE POST
BRACKETS

THAN MOST
MAILBOXES

4" x 4" x 54"
ALUMINUM POST

Available in
4 Colors
BRONZE

Apple Eater 11"

Flip 11"

Dreamer 12"

Silly You 11"

Too Much Noise 11"

Copper Lace Butterfly Wall Disc
The lacy laser cut metal butterfly shines
against the flamed copper finish of the
disc, 12” 49.99

Copper Filigree Dragonfly Wall Disc
The filigree laser cut metal dragonfly
shines against the flamed copper finish
of the disc 12". 49.99

Copper Bee Wall Disc
The bees glimmer against the flamed
copper finish of the disc, 16"  99.99

Celestial Flamed Copper
12" wall disc (reg. 49.99) SALE 39.99

BLACK

GREEN

WHITE

Custom Order Your Mailbox
and Plaque Today!

Cast Stone Garden Benches
Chelsea Curved Bench
17" tall, 13" deep, 42" wide,
164-lbs. SKU 155090
(reg. 199.99) SALE 99.99
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SAVE
$100!

Many more styles to choose from.
Here are just a few. Assorted
(reg. 199.99) SALE 99.99

A perfect gift for any season!

Assorted Garden Vanes on 5' stake starting at 59.99 each

316 Tanyard Road, Richboro, PA 18954 | 215-876-2840
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POND DEPARTMENT

Your One-Stop Pond Shop

We have everything you need to keep your pond clean and healthy

Oase Pondovac

A large
selection of fountains
are on display at the
Gasper Garden Center.
See shopgasper.info for
online orders. We also
custom order fountains
at our store.

FOUNTAINS

HOME & GARDEN S HOWPLACE

Best Quality Fountains
Gasper has an impressive variety of fountains

NEW!
Evolution Aqua Filtration Systems
We carry Evolution Aqua’s K1
Microbead filter in
15", 18" and 20"
sizes. Other sizes
and Evolution Aqua
Systems are available
for special order.

Rent for $65 per day

Other Pondovacs available for
purchase. Inquire at the Pond Shop.

— EXPERT TIPS —

Winter Pond Preparation
As the colder winter months are fast approaching, be offensive, not
defensive. Making sure you have done all you can and have all the
tools you need to prepare for the cold season is key in avoiding last
minute scrambles to save your fish and/or equipment. Be vigilant
and keep an eye on your finned friends in order to address any
issues that may arise in these transitional periods.
Use this checklist to prepare your pond for winter.
R
 emove any dead plants,
flowers, leaves, algae, and
any other debris
 Move or remove plants
 Move hardy plants to deeper
water, at least 18 inches, but
preferably deeper, to keep
them from freezing
Oase EasyPick and FlexiCut
Maintenance Tools 15% OFF

Pond Netting bulk, or bagged
15% OFF with coupon on page 53

 Thoroughly clean all pond
filters
 Switch to a fall food for your
fish—do not feed fish when
temperature is 50º or below
 Vacuum the pond
 Cover the pond with netting

Classic
Fountain Series

Windley Key
Fountain Series

Vicenza
Fountain Series

Florentine
Fountain Series

53" Classic Three-Tier Fountain
(reg. 999.99) SALE 699.99

80" Windly Key Three-Tier Fountain
(reg. 2,299.99) SALE 1,899.99

68" Vicenza Three-Tier Fountain
(reg. 1,499.99) SALE 1,299.99

69" Florentine Two-Tier Fountain
(reg. 1,699.99) SALE 1,499.99

65" Classic Four-Tier Fountain
(reg. 1,399.99) SALE 1,199.99

88" Windly Key Three-Tier Fountain
with 8' Pool
Allow 4–8 weeks for delivery to
Gasper, delivery and installation
available, available in multiple colors
(reg. 6,499.99 ) SALE 5,699.99

78" Vicenza Three-Tier Fountain
with 6' Fiberglass Pool
(reg. 4,599.99) SALE 4,199.99

85" Florentine Two-Tier Fountain
with 8' Fiberglass or Concrete Pool
Allow 4–8 weeks for delivery to
Gasper, delivery and installation
available, available in over 25 colors
(reg. 5,999.99) SALE 5,399.99

79" Classic Four-Tier Fountain

with 6' Pool (as shown above)
Allow 4–8 weeks for delivery to
Gasper, delivery and installation
available, available in multiple colors
(reg. 4,699.99 ) SALE 3,999.99

78" Vicenza Four Tier Fountain

with 6' Pool Allow 4–8 weeks for
delivery to Gasper, delivery and
installation available, available in
multiple colors
(reg. 4,599.99 ) SALE 4,199.99

Customer Favorites — Top-rated Picks — Many More Available

— GASPER CA N HEL P —

Lights up!
Includes
white LED
light.

Tetra Spring and Fall Fish Food
20% OFF with coupon on page 53
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Crystal Clear Spring & Fall Prep
24-pack (reg. 39.99) SALE 34.99

Learn more: www.gasperstore.net

Evolution Aqua Pure Pond
Beneficial Bacteria Balls, 2-Litre
(reg. 62.99) SALE 54.99

Hikari Wheat Germ Koi Food or
Hikari Goldfish Wheat Germ
15% OFF regular price

Singing Birds Oval Fountain
30x16" SKU 0131925
(reg. 499.99) SALE 399.99

Frogs Funneled Fountain
on pedestal SKU 1015250
(reg. 399.99) SALE 299.99

Tranquility Spill Fountain with Birds
34" (reg. 449.99) SALE 369.99
39" (reg. 799.99) SALE 699.99

Two-Tier Chelsea Glow Fountains
4 assorted (fluted, round, hexagon,
square) (reg. 319.99) SALE 269.99

316 Tanyard Road, Richboro, PA 18954 | 215-876-2840
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LAWN CARE

GARDEN TOOLS

Fall Lawn Care & Winter Survival
Make sure your grass stays healthy through the winter months

D

AYS ARE COOLER, leaves are changing, and fall

is in full swing. It’s the perfect time to grow new grass and
thicken the turf you already have by building a deep root system.
Fall Fertilization
Have you thought about your fall lawn fertilization? Often this
final, important step in the care of your lawn is forgotten. Fertilizing
in the fall is a critical part of your lawn renovation and enables the
lawn to survive through the winter.
The best time to apply a fall fertilizer is October into early
November. As the days get cooler, the grass will start storing the
nutrients the fertilizer provides. The benefits of fertilizing your lawn
in the fall include increased and deeper root growth, a richer, darkergreen color into late fall, a pleasant tan (instead of white grass leaves)
in the dead of winter, an earlier spring green-up in the spring and
much less disease and drought issues next year.
Winter Survival Fall Fertilizer is the perfect fall feeding formula
for your lawn. It contains humates which feed and stimulate beneficial
soil microbes, loosening heavy, hard packed soils so air, water, and
the nutrients from the fertilizer move deep down into the root zone.
It’s Not Too Late To Seed Your Lawn
Many home lawns suffered damage this year and they are in need
of repair. It is not too late to seed this fall with Jonathan Green’s
Fall Magic grass seed mixture. It is specially formulated for mid and
late fall seeding success. For best results seed before mid-October.
Want to Fertilize Organically?
Jonathan Green’s Organic Lawn Fertilizer contains beneficial
“food grade” 100% organic nutrients to help your lawn survive the
winter months. Jonathan Green’s Organic Lawn Fertilizer will
improve the health of your soil and repair the damage done to your
grass over the summer.
Mag-I-Cal should also be applied to deliver soluble calcium
immediately to the grass plant roots. Mag-I-Cal rapidly balances

Jonathan Green
Winter Survival Fall
Lawn Food
5,000 sq. ft. bag
(reg. 24.99)
SALE 19.99
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Jonathan Green
Fall Magic Premium
Grass Seed
3-lbs. bag
(reg. 16.99)
SALE 13.99

Learn more: www.gasperstore.net

Jonathan Green
Seeding & Sodding
Lawn Food
5 sq. ft.
(reg. 24.99)
SALE 19.99

your soils pH. When the soil pH is in balance you get the full benefit
of the lawn fertilizer you spread. If your lawn soil is acidic you
could be wasting up to 70% of the fertilizer/food your spreading
because the grasses in your lawn can’t extract the food from the soil.
Mag-I-Cal works faster than regular lime. One bag is equivalent to
up to ten bags of old fashion lime stone products.
Prevent Thatch Build Up
Thatch is a layer of dead and living shoots, stems, and roots that
develops between the grass and the soil surface. Thatch build-up
begins when turf produces organic debris faster than it can be
broken down.

HOME & GARDEN S HOWPLACE

Lawn & Garden Headquarters
Gasper carries everything you need for excellent lawn care

Tri-Fescue Blend
Sod Pieces 10 sq. ft.
7.00 per piece

Yardgard Deer Netting
7' x 100'
(reg. 39.99) SALE 34.99

Deer Out Ready to use,
40-oz. bottle
(reg. 16.99) SALE 12.99

Deer Ban 50 ct.
(reg. 22.99) SALE 16.99
Urine dispenser 1.99 ea.

Coyote or Fox Urine
8-oz. bottle 15.99
Urine dispenser 1.99 ea.

Wilt Stop Ready-to-use,
40-oz. bottle.
(reg. 14.99) SALE 11.99

5.99 per bag

How To Prevent Thatch Build-up

1. Choose a turf grass type that doesn’t produce as much
thatch. Perennial Ryegrass and Tall Fescues are primarily bunch-

Gasper Premium Mulch

type grasses that spread through tillering, not rhizomes and do not
produce significant thatch build-up. Kentucky Bluegrasses tend to
produce thatch because it does spread through rhizomes. This isn’t a
problem when the soil the lawn is well managed and healthy.

Bumper Crop Organic
Soil 2 cu. ft. bag
(reg. 24.99) SALE 18.99

Jolly Gardener Top Soil
40-lb. bag 2.99

Gardeners Gold Organic
Potting Mix 2 cu. ft. bag
(reg. 19.99) SALE 15.99

Miracle Gro Potting Mix
2 cu. ft.
(reg. 19.99) SALE 15.99

Hemlock mulch, premium
dark hardwood, cedar
mulch, 2 cu. ft. bag

Dr. Earth
4-lb. varieties
(reg. 14.99) SALE 12.99

Jonathan Green Lawn
Repair 5-lb. jug
(reg. 19.99) SALE 16.99

E-Z Straw Mulch
Seeding Mulch 2½ cu. ft.  
(reg. 19.99) SALE 16.99

E-Z Straw Blanket
4' x 50'
(reg. 26.99) SALE 23.99

Gardener’s Mate Pop-Up
Garden Tidy 24" x 28"
(reg. 29.99) SALE 14.99

Wheel Barrow
8 cu. ft.  (reg. 139.99)
SALE 109.99

Wonder Grip Garden
Gloves fleece-lined,
high visability
Model #WG520
(reg. 7.99) SALE 5.99

Thermacell Patio Shield
Mosquito Lantern
NOW 24.99

Flexible Smart Rake
24" poly head with
48" wooden handle
(reg. 19.99) SALE 11.99

Razor Back Rake
(reg. 34.99) SALE 26.99

Bulb Planter
(reg. 6.99) SALE 4.99

Razor Back Spade
Shovel (reg. 34.99)
SALE 26.99

Fiskars Take-Apart
Garden Shears
(reg. 14.99) SALE 12.99

Fiskars Power Gear 2
Bypass Pruner
(reg. 34.99) SALE 29.99

Corona Bypass Pruner
(reg. 14.99) SALE 11.99

Fiskars Micro-Tip
Pruning Snip
(reg. 17.99) SALE 14.99

Fiskars Telescoping
Lopper
(reg. 29.99) SALE 24.99

Razor Back Square
Point Shovel
(reg. 34.99) SALE 26.99

2. Balance your pH and increase microbial activity. Thatch

accumulates when soil conditions don’t have enough thatchdecomposing organisms. Acidic soils inhibit these microorganisms,
resulting in rapid thatch build-up. Soils that contain large
amounts of clay or sand may contain low populations of soil
microorganisms that decompose thatch. Compacted soils contain
low microbial activity and are subject to thatch build-up. When
you spread Mag-I-Cal and Love Your Soil, you encourage the soil
microbes to break down thatch through a natural process of decay.
Healthy, loose soil will only have a minimal thatch layer at the base
of the lawn.
If your pH is low, apply Mag-I-Cal. If you have compacted soil, apply
Love Your Soil to rejuvenate the soil microbes so they will help keep
that thatch layer from building as they help to loosen the soil.

Jonathan Green
MAG-I-CAL Soil Food
18-lb. bag
(reg. 24.99)
SALE 19.99

Jonathan Green
Love Your Soil Food
18-lb. bag
(reg. 39.99)
SALE 29.99

Jonathan Green
Lawn Spreader
(reg. 59.99)
SALE 49.99

316 Tanyard Road, Richboro, PA 18954 | 215-876-2840
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BIG GREEN EGG

EXTERIOR FURNISHINGS GALLERY

Experience a World of Flavor

V

You can literally cook an entire meal in a Big Green Egg

ERSATILITY is the name of the game with a

Exterior
Furnishings
Gallery
Contact us to start
your next project.
215-876-2840
www.gasperstore.net

Big Green Egg. Perfectly prepare anything from a
steakhouse-style porterhouse to a lasagna or peach cobbler
in the same grill. Tender and moist brisket, turkey and pork
tenderloin, as well as vegetables, stews, stir-frys and
casseroles—even pies and desserts are superb. Pizza on an
EGG is simply in a class of its own. You can literally cook
an entire meal—from breakfast to dinner—in an egg.
You can grill, smoke, roast and bake at exact
temperatures by easily adjusting the patented air flow
systems. You have total control over temperature at your
fingertips, maintaining accuracy within a few degrees. The
high-quality temperature gauge provides precise readings to
750ºF. Many indoor ovens cannot match the accuarcy of
the egg’s temperature control.
The Big Green Egg keeps the heat inside so the ceramic
surface doesn’t get as hot as a metal grill, and the heat source
is protected within a ceramic fire box inside the base.
The Big Green Egg features an easy-to-clean professionalgrade stainless steel cooking grid and the trademarked green
exterior has a lifetime glaze that maintains its good looks and
wipes easily without chemical cleaners. Inside, residual heat
burns away any build-up—just like a self-cleaning oven. The
thermal efficiency means that ash build-up is minimal.
Among many features that make the Big Green Egg
by far the best outdoor cooking device are the patented
components and state-of-the-art ceramic technologies
that provide unrivaled thermal properties and unequaled
cooking performance. The materials used in each and every
egg have performed flawlessly in extreme conditions for
decades. The Big Green Egg comes with a Best-In-Class
Lifetime Warranty. It’s all about uncompromising quality
and performance.
The Big Green Egg stands alone as the most
versatile barbecue and outdoor cooking product on
the market, with more capabilities than any other
conventional cookers combined. From appetizers to
entrees to desserts, the Big Green Egg will exceed
all your expectations for culinary perfection.

With seven sizes to choose
from, there’s a Big Green Egg
to fit any need and lifestyle
316 Tanyard Road, Richboro, PA 18954 | 215-876-2840
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EXTERIOR FURNISHINGS GALLERY 2020 SUPER EARLY BUY SALE

2020 SUPER EARLY BUY SALE

EXTERIOR FURNISHINGS GALLERY

End-of-Season Sale has Begun
We’re making room for exciting new products for 2020
2020 Super
Early Buy Sale
now in progress!

Order now at low 2019
prices. Take delivery
now, or we'll hold it until
Spring 2020.
Customize your
furniture with selections
from our 2020 fabric &
frame catalogs!

60

SAVINGS UP TO

%
OFF

INCREDIBLE
DEALS!

— EXPERT TIPS —

Palermo by EBEL
Rectangular and round aluminum fire pits, available in LP or
natural gas, shown here in mocha, also available in graphite.
44

Learn more: www.gasperstore.net

30-50 %

Drastically
Reduced

40

OFF
2019 KNF Tables

Wiltshire by WOODARD

It’s Fire Pit Season Gasper Is
Your Fire Pit Headquarters

25%

Eli’s Guide to Buying Outdoor Furniture
Outdoor spaces and patios beckon, especially
when the weather gets warmer. First of all, they
add to your overall available space, and secondly,
they hold the promise of relaxation, entertaining,
and overall more enjoyment. Purchasing
outdoor furniture involves much the same steps
as buying indoor furniture, but there are a few
additional considerations as well. Check out
the following tips for choosing the best patio
furniture for your space. Thoughtful planning
will ensure that your outdoor living space is
inviting for years to come.

Stop in today for your your
complimentary booklet.
— GASPER CA N HEL P —

OFF
All 2019 Umbrellas

In-stock Elaine Smith Pillows

%
OFF

All 2019 Outdoor
Placemats & Acrylicware

Treasure Garden
Outdoor Rug Collection

2 sizes: 7'-10"x10' and 5'-3"x7'-4"
Many styles to choose from. Material: 100%
polypropylene multi-ply cabled heat-set yarns

30

%
OFF All 2019 Treasure Garden Outdoor Rugs
316 Tanyard Road, Richboro, PA 18954 | 215-876-2840
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EXTERIOR FURNISHINGS GALLERY HEARTH CLEARANCE EVENT

Save Big at the Hearth Clearance
Hearth lovers benefit from outdoor furniture expansion
FIREPLACE INSERTS

GAS LOG SETS

SCREENS

LOG HOLDERS

HUGE
SAVINGS!

UP TO

75% OFF
EVERYTHING
MUST GO

COPPER ASH BUCKETS

TOOL SETS

Fall Is The Perfect
Time For Outdoor
Furniture Cleaning
Our region has experienced an unusually high
number of days with heavy rainstorms. Is your
pristine patio furniture looking like it has seen
better days? After a few seasons outside, your
furnishings may start to show their age with rust
marks, mildew, or stains. You should always clean
your furniture before storing it for the winter.
The Exterior Furnishings Gallery at Gasper can
provide general care tips that will ensure that
your chairs, tables, and cushions look beautiful
for years to come. Learn about the best ways to
clean outdoor cushions, cast aluminum, extruded
aluminum, wrought iron,
woven material, teak
and fabric.

Stop in today
for your your
complimentary
furniture care
booklet.

STEAMERS

HEARTH RUGS

— EXPERT TIPS —

How to Store Your Outdoor Furniture
Gone are the days when you had to place your
outdoor furniture in a shed, garage, basement,
or attic to store for the winter months.
Today, quality aluminum, iron, wicker, and
teak pieces may be stored outdoors simply
by covering with outdoor protective furniture
covers, eliminating space-storage issues.
Outdoor protective covers are machine
washable and offer several sizes for all shapes
and configurations of furniture pieces. To
store a complete dining set you may simply
purchase one cover to act as a sombrero,
covering the dining table and tucked in chairs
rather than cover individually. However, there
are some mosaic glass table tops that should
be sealed with a protective paste wax before
covering, or brought inside and stored flat in
a dry area to avoid cracking due to extreme
low temperatures. It is always best to ask your
salesperson their recommendations.
Outdoor cushions and toss pillows are always
recommended to bring indoors and store in
large plastic bags, even for Sunbrella fabric

items, as squirrels and other critters like to
make nests in the fiberfill of the cushions.
If there is no room for cushion and toss pillow
storage indoors, you would do well using an
outdoor storage chest with an inner liner to
help keep cushions dry and mildew-free. Make
certain to buy one
that is all-weather
and UV resistant with
an aluminum frame
and pneumatic hinges
to allow for smooth
operation.

— GASPER CA N HEL P —
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Hardscape and
Building Supply
For the Do-It-Yourselfer
Contact us to start
your next project.
215-876-2840
www.landscapedesigns.us

HARDSCAPE & BUILDING SUPPLY

DO-IT-YOURSELF HARDSCAPE PRODUCTS

DO-IT-YOURSELF HARDSCAPE PRODUCTS

Gasper’s Bucks County
Hardscape & Building Supply
Serving Contractors
and Do-It-Yourselfers

HARDSCAPE & BUILDING SUPPLY

Only the Best Brands

We are a proud distributor and wholesaler of quality products

Located at Gasper’s Garden Center

•P
 rofessional advice from our
knowledgeable experts
• Homeowners welcome
• Bring your ideas and measurements

Loading
Assistance

• Browse our extensive
collection of free catalogs
• Request free samples (available
for many of our products)

Curv-Rite Aluminum Landscape & Brick Paver Edging

Dutch Quality Stone Manufactured Stone Veneer

Firerock Pre-Cast Masonry Fire Place Kits

GardenMark Artificial Grass

Kichler Outdoor Lighting

NatureKast Outdoor Kitchen Cabinetry

Pine Hall Quality Clay Brick Pavers

Sakrete Concrete, Mortar and Stucco Mixes

SRW Cleaners and Sealers

Unilock Unilock includes an impressive line
of premium porcelain tile to their impressive
selection of manufactured hardscape products.

Zentro Virtually Smokeless Fire Pits & Accessories.
Great for multi-level cooking, warmth, and as an
alluring chat area for your guests.

• Get an estimate on all the products
needed for your project
• Distributor of many quality
products and brands

No appointment needed

GASPER’S BUCKS
COUNTY HARDSCAPE &
BUILDING SUPPLY
is a proud distributor of both
CAMBRIDGE and UNILOCK
pavers.

Find us in the
red building.

MADE IN USA

From the consultation at Gasper to the finished paver driveway!
48

Learn more: www.gasperstore.net

Twin Eagles Outdoor Grills and Kitchen Accessories

316 Tanyard Road, Richboro, PA 18954 | 215-876-2840
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HARDSCAPE & BUILDING SUPPLY

DO-IT-YOURSELF HARDSCAPE PRODUCTS

DO-IT-YOURSELF HARDSCAPE PRODUCTS

Protecting Your Investment

Bulk Landscaping Materials

Maintain brilliant paver colors while preventing erosion

I

N ORDER TO MAINTAIN a perfect appearance to

. your landscaping, a well-protected pavement is essential. A
beautiful pavement will enhance your overall outdoor area and
allow these areas to last a lifetime. Pavement does not need a great
deal of maintenance if properly protected. Periodically applying a
quality sealant will make a significant difference in the overall
beauty and quality of your landscape.
Protect pavers used for patios, walkways, pool areas, driveways,
garden paths and courtyards. There are also other paver materials
on the market today that include brick pavers, natural stone pavers
and concrete pavers. All of these options and materials will work
best if they are properly sealed.
Applying a sealer to your pavers will help keep down the
build-up of stains including oils and grease. Once they are sealed,
you will be able to remove stains easily. A sealer will penetrate
below the paver surface so all you have to do is wipe off stains to
remove them. If pavers are not protected, these stains will sink into
paver surfaces and become almost impossible to get out.
The outdoor elements and time will take a toll on unsealed pavers.
Pavers need to be thoroughly cleaned and sealed to stop the build-up
of dirt and prevent erosion. Applying a sealant to your pavers will
preserve their color while increasing their lifetime. It will also keep
down the build-up of dust that can be tracked into your home.

Fall Is The Time For Sealing
SRW Products
General and Specialty
Cleaners and Sealers
SRW sealers offers the best
paver protection from water
intrusion, acid rain, deicing
chemicals and freeze/thaw
exposure. Sealers are easy to
apply and retains the original
appearance of pavers.

Alliance
High-Quality Polymeric Sands
Bags starting at 34.99

SRW Products
Commercial-quality landscape
and hardscape fabrics

Benefits Gained After Sealing Your Pavers
•	Enhanced appearance with protected
colors and no fading
•	Protection from outdoor elements and high traffic
•	Easily remove stains and spills
•	Prevent cracking caused by moisture
penetration that freezes

For delivery and pickup

Order Online

landscapedesigns.us

Order delivery online and SAVE $10 off instantly.
Enter discount code BULK10 at checkout.

Landscape Fabric

Order by Phone

3' x 50' SKU 184806
(reg. 12.99) SALE 9.99

215-876-2840

There are many different sealers on the market to choose
from. Feel free to stop by Gasper’s Bucks County Hardscape
and Building Supply to get some professional advice. Different
materials require different sealants for the best results.
A beautiful paver patio, walkway or driveway will give your
outdoor area a polished and professional look. After regular
sealings, pavers require little care and will last a life time if looked
after properly.

3' x 25' SKU 184801
(reg. 9.99) SALE 6.99
Ecoborder Black
Professional Edging
5" x 25' SKU 764688
(reg. 15.99) SALE 11.99

3' x 100' SKU 184805
(reg. 22.99) SALE 17.99

•	Stabilize sand and joints from weeds and ants
•	UV resistance

HARDSCAPE & BUILDING SUPPLY

Mulch Mulch coverage: one (1) scoop of mulch equals approx. 1 cu. yard (100 sq. ft.) at a depth of 2–3".
GASPER
CAN HELP

#1 Premium Triple
Ground Bark

#2 Triple Ground
Hardwood

Black Dyed

Red Dyed

ESTIMATE
YOUR BULK
MATERIALS
ORDER

Certified Playground
Non-Toxic

Topsoil Soil coverage: one (1) scoop of soil equals approx. 1 cu. yard (100 sq. ft.) at a depth of 2".

Pavermate Z3 Polymeric Sand
and Edging From SRW
Pavermate Z3 will provide faster,
stronger and longer lasting results.
This formula of polymeric sand can be
used for a wide variety of applications
and is packaged for safe and secure
storage. It’s a one-sand solution for
paver joints.
ZERO HAZE
Portland-free formula cleanly sweeps
to reduce any material left on the
paver surface.
ZERO DUST
New formula with polymers binding
to each other and the sand particles
reduces fines creating anti-dusting
results.

Screened Topsoil

Organic Soil Blend
with Soil Kingtm

Soil Kingtm
Leaf Compost

Organic Soil Blend
with Earthmatetm

Earthmatetm

Coarse Topsoil

Stone and Sand 3/8", ¾", and 1" stone coverage: one (1) scoop is approx. 1 ton and covers 100 sq. ft. at a depth of 2".
1"–3" stone coverage: one (1) scoop is approx. 1 ton and covers 65 sq. ft.

Red Tipple 3/8"

Red Tipple 3/4"

River Jack 1"

River Jack 1"–3"

River Jack 4"–8"

Crushed Drainage
Stone 3/4" (Clean)

Modified 3/4"

Screenings

Masonry Sand

Construction Sand

Goose Egg 2"–4"

ZERO PROBLEMS
Fastest set up on the market helps in situations with unforeseen rain
and weather. Water-resistant packaging allows users to confidently
store product with minimal covered storage.
APPLICATIONS
Paver joints up to 2", concrete pavers, driveways, walkways, pool
decks and patios, concrete overlays.
50-lb. bag, available in granite and tan. 38.99
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GASPER WEBSITES

ONLINE ACCESS

Visit Gasper Online

Take Gasper with you anywhere you go
ShopGasper
Did you know that you can order some of the beautiful pieces
you’ve been eyeing up in this catalog online? That’s right! At
ShopGasper.info, you have access to birding products, home &
garden décor, live nursery stock, pond accessories and gardening
tools all available to purchase right at your fingertips. Customers
can enjoy free shipping with your purchases over $75 with the
code FREESHIP.

Facebook/Instagram
If you’re not already following us on social media, it’s time to pick
up your phone and hit that “like” or “follow” button! We bring
gorgeous landscape inspiration to homeowners and post new
garden center arrivals daily. We’ve also launched our new group
— GASPER NEWS —

Momma Cat Update
Like many others during this time of year, Momma Cat has been
doing whatever she can do to beat the heat. During this time of
year, customers can usually spot Momma out in front of the store
where she indulges in one of her favorite past times—bird watching!
Just recently, she had a blast inspecting the massive new arrival of
pottery we received, which is all now 50-80% off. (See the Pottery
Clearance area in front of the Gasper Garden Center.) Momma
also passes the time playing in the perennials, and she has quite a
fascination with daylilies.
As the dog days of summer are winding down, there’s good news
on the horizon: autumn is approaching, which is Momma’s favorite
season. Why? It’s because she loves playing in leaves. It’s fun to
watch Momma Cat leap into piles of red, orange and brown leaves,
then chase one that gets away in the wind.
Since she’s joined the Gasper family, Momma Cat has been adored
by all of our employees and shoppers visiting the garden center.
Next time you’re at Gasper, and you see Momma Cat, take a picture
and tag us on Facebook (Facebook.com/VisitGasper) or Instagram
(@VisitGasper)! We love to see what she’s up to when you spot her.

“Gardeners of Eastern PA” on Facebook to be a valuable resource
to our customers to ask questions, share tips and photos and
much more. Stay up to date with everything happening at Gasper.
Let’s get social!

Landscape Portfolio/Houzz
Need some design inspiration? You can view some of our
recent or featured projects by going to our landscape website,
www.landscapedesigns.us. Our online portfolio is updated
frequently with our newest landscaping projects. Gasper also is
active on Houzz! On Houzz, you’ll be able to read reviews from
previous customers, check out ideabooks and ask our designers
questions about creating your dream backyard. Check us out at
https://www.houzz.com/user/visitgasper.

SAVINGS on FALL FAVORITES

15% OFF 5 for $2295
regular price
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2

$ 00 OFF

VALUABLE COUPONS

20% OFF
regular price

(reg. 5.99 each)

Cool Weather
Hanging Basket, 10" pot

Valid thru October 31, 2019

Valid thru October 31, 2019

Valid thru October 31, 2019

Valid thru October 31, 2019

Garden Center

Garden Center

Garden Center

Garden Center

6 for $2399

15% OFF

Pumpkins and Gourds

1399

$

Pansies, Regular Flat

3

$ 00 OFF
Colorful Fall Planter

(reg. 16.99 each)

Assorted Pansies and Violas
6" pot

Colorful Fall Bulbs
for spring blooms

regular price

Lyric Brand Bird Food

(reg. 15.99)

22.99 and up

Valid thru October 31, 2019

Valid thru October 31, 2019

Valid thru October 31, 2019

Valid thru October 31, 2019

Garden Center

Garden Center

Garden Center

Birding

1999

$

(reg. 4.99 each)

2199

$

5

$ 00 OFF

Your Tree and Shrub
Purchase of $45.00 or more

15% OFF
regular price

Assorted Ornamental
Grasses, 3-gallon

Knock Out Roses
3-gallon

(reg. 24.99)

(reg. 29.99)

Valid thru October 31, 2019

Valid thru October 31, 2019

Valid thru October 31, 2019

Valid thru October 31, 2019

Nursery

Nursery

Nursery

DIY Hardscape

20% OFF

15% OFF
regular price

20% OFF

20% OFF

Tetra Spring and Fall
Fish Food

Pond Netting

Microbe-Lift Fall Prep

Aqua One
Sludge Remover

Valid thru October 31, 2019

Valid thru October 31, 2019

Valid thru October 31, 2019

Valid thru October 31, 2019

Pond Department

Pond Department

Pond Department

Pond Department

regular price

— GASPER CAN HELP —

Mums, 1-gallon pot

SEPTEMBER — OCTOBER

bagged or bulk

regular price

Long-handle Tools

regular price

316 Tanyard Road, Richboro, PA 18954 | 215-876-2840
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VALUABLE COUPONS

Must present coupon at time of purchase.
Can be used on in-house specials and
CIRsales.
5 For
$22.95
Mums
Gallon
CIR
20%
Off
Fall
Bulbs
NOT
VALID
ON1CLEARANCE
ITEMS.
Cannot be combined with other coupons
or bulk deliveries.

C402
C404

CRED

COUPON CODE: C404

CRED

CRED
CRED

X|xX|exJBCBAy44211pzY
exeJBCBAy44213tz]
JBCBAy44217rzu
eX|xJBCBAy44215nzW
X|JBCBAy44219lz[
JBCBAy44221ozX
CIR
$3
Off
Fall
$22.99+
15%
OffPlanters
Lyric
Bird
Food
20%
Off
FallB Bulbs
CIRCIR
5CIR
For
$22.95
Mums
1 Gallon
CIR
15%
Off
Long-Handle
Tools
CIRCIR
Knock
Out
Roses
$21.99
3GL
15%20%
Off
Pond
Netting
Off
Aqua
1 Sludge
Remove

CRED
CRED
CRED

X|X|xX|exexJBCBAy44215nzW
X|eJBCBAy44211pzY
xJBCBAy44219lz[
eX|xeJBCBAy44217rzu
xeJBCBAy44225mzV
JBCBAy44213tz]
JBCBAy44221ozX
X|JBCBAy44223sz\
Must present coupon at time of purchase.
Can be used on in-house specials and
CIR
Knock
Out
$21.99
3GL
CIR
15%
OffRoses
Long-Handle
Tools
CIR
15%
Off
Lyric
B
Bird
Food
CIR sales.
$3
OffNOT
Fall
Planters
$22.99+
VALID
ON
CLEARANCE
ITEMS.
20%
Off Purchase
Aqua
1 Sludge Remove
CIR
15%
Off$75
Pond
Netting
CIR CIR
$10
Off
Cannot
be combined
with other coupons
or bulk deliveries.

CRED
CRED
C410
C412
C408
C406
C416
C414
CRED
C418
COUPON CODE: C412

X|X|xX|exexJBCBAy44219lz[
X|eJBCBAy44215nzW
xJBCBAy44223sz\
eX|JBCBAy44221ozX
xeJBCBAy44225mzV
JBCBAy44217rzu
JBCBAy44227qzZ
CIR
15%
Off
Pond
Netting
20%
OffOff
Aqua
1$21.99
Sludge3GL
Remove
CIR
15%
Long-Handle
Tools
CIRCIR
Knock
Out
Roses
CIR $10 Off $75 Purchase

C414
C416
C412
C410
C418

CRED
CRED

X|X|xexeJBCBAy44223sz\
X|JBCBAy44219lz[
xJBCBAy44227qzZ
eX|JBCBAy44225mzV
xeJBCBAy44221ozX
Must present coupon at time of purchase.
Can be used on in-house specials and
sales.
NOT
VALID
ON
ITEMS.
CIR
Off
$75
Purchase
CIR
20%
Off
Aqua
1 CLEARANCE
Sludge Remove
CIR$10
15%
Off
Pond
Netting
Cannot be combined with other coupons
or bulk deliveries.

C418
C416
C414

CRED

COUPON CODE: C416

X|X|xexeJBCBAy44227qzZ
X|xeJBCBAy44225mzV
JBCBAy44223sz\
54

X|xeJBCBAy44213tz]
X|xeJBCBAy44211pzY
CIR
For
$22.95
Mums
1Bird
Gallon
CIR
20%
Fall
15%
LyricBulbs
B$22.99+
Food
CIR 5
$3
Off
FallOff
Planters

C401
C403
C407
C405

C402
C404
C408
C406

CRED
CRED

JBCBAy44210sz\
X|xeJBCBAy44212mzV
JBCBAy44216kzU
X|xeJBCBAy44214qzZ

Must present coupon at time of purchase.

Can
be used on in-house specials and
CIRCIR
15%$2
Off
OffPumpkins/Gourds
CW Hanging Baskets
CIR
Pansie
Flat
-Reg
sales.
NOT
VALID
ON
CLEARANCE
CIR
@
$19.99
Pansie/Violas
CIR 6
$5
Off
Tree/Shrub
Pur3$45+
CIR $13.99
Ornamental
Grass
$19.99
GL6" ITEMS.
Cannot be combined with other coupons
or bulk deliveries.

C401
C403
C405
C407
C411
C409

CRED
CRED
CRED
CRED

COUPON CODE: C407

X|X|xxeeX|JBCBAy44210sz\
xX|exJBCBAy44212mzV
JBCBAy44214qzZ
eJBCBAy44216kzU
JBCBAy44220rzu
JBCBAy44218ozX

6/27/19 12:30:12PM Page: 1

CIR
$13.99
Pansie
-Reg Baskets
CIR
6$2
@
$19.99
Pansie/Violas
6"
CIR
15%
Off
Pumpkins/Gourds
CIR
Off
CWFlat
Hanging
CIR
Grass
GL
CIR $5
Tree/Shrub
20%
Off
Microbe-Lift
F3$45+
Prep
CIR Ornamental
20%
OffOff
Tetra
S&F$19.99
FishPur
Food

C405
C407
C401
C403
C409
C411
C415
C413

CRED
CRED
CRED
CRED
CRED

X|X|xX|xeexX|JBCBAy44214qzZ
eJBCBAy44222lz[
X|xJBCBAy44210sz\
JBCBAy44218ozX
JBCBAy44220rzu
X|exexJBCBAy44216kzU
eJBCBAy44212mzV
JBCBAy44224pzY
Must present coupon at time of purchase.
Can be used on in-house specials and
CIR
Ornamental
Grass
$19.99
3 GL6"
CIR
$5
OffPansie
Tree/Shrub
Pur $45+
CIRCIR
$13.99
6@
$19.99
Flat
Pansie/Violas
-Reg
sales.
NOT
VALID
ITEMS.
CIR
Off
Tetra
S&FON
FishCLEARANCE
Food
CIR Off
20%
Off Microbe-Lift
F Prep
CIR 20%
$10
Cannot$75
be Purchase
combined with other coupons
or bulk deliveries.

CRED
CRED
C409
CRED
CRED
C411
C405
C407
C413
C415
CRED
C417
COUPON CODE: C411

X|X|xX|xeexX|JBCBAy44218ozX
exeJBCBAy44220rzu
eJBCBAy44226tz]
X|xJBCBAy44214qzZ
JBCBAy44216kzU
JBCBAy44222lz[
JBCBAy44224pzY
CIR
20%
OffOff
Tetra
S&F Fish
Food
CIR
20%
OffTree/Shrub
Microbe-Lift
F Prep
CIR
Ornamental
Grass
$19.99
3 GL
CIR
$5
Pur
$45+
CIR $10 Off $75 Purchase

C413
C415
C409
C411
C417

CRED
CRED
CRED

X|xX|exX|JBCBAy44222lz[
exeJBCBAy44224pzY
eJBCBAy44226tz]
X|xJBCBAy44218ozX
JBCBAy44220rzu
Must present coupon at time of purchase.
Can be used on in-house specials and
CIR
Off
$75
Purchase
sales.
NOT
VALID
ON
CLEARANCE
ITEMS.
CIR$10
CIR
20%
20%
Off
Off
Tetra
Microbe-Lift
S&F
Fish
F
Food
Prep
Cannot be combined with other coupons
or bulk deliveries.

C417
C413
C415

CRED

COUPON CODE: C415

X|xX|exJBCBAy44226tz]
eX|JBCBAy44222lz[
xeJBCBAy44224pzY

Learn more: www.gasperstore.net
CIR $10 Off $75 Purchase

CRED

CRED

COUPON CODE: C402

CIR
Pumpkins/Gourds
CIR $2
Off
CWFlat
Hanging
6Off
@
$19.99
Pansie/Violas
6"
CIR 15%
$13.99
Pansie
-Reg Baskets

CIR $10 Off $75 Purchase

C418

C404
C402

C417

CRED
CRED

JBCBAy44211pzY
X|xeJBCBAy44213tz]
JBCBAy44217rzu
X|xeJBCBAy44215nzW

6/27/19 12:30:12PM Page: 1

COUPON CODE: C408

C406
C408
C404
C402
C412
C410
C414
C416

C403
C401

X|xeJBCBAy44212mzV
X|xeJBCBAy44210sz\

Must present coupon at time of purchase.
Can be used on in-house specials and
CIR CIR
5 For
$22.95
Mums
1 Gallon
20%
Off Fall
Bulbs
sales.
NOT
VALID
CLEARANCE
ITEMS.
CIR
15%
Off
LyricON
B$22.99+
Bird
Food
CIR
$3
Off
Fall
Planters
CIRCIR
Knock
Out
Roses
$21.99
3GL
15%
Off
Long-Handle
Tools
Cannot be combined with other coupons
or bulk deliveries.

C402
C404
C408
C406
C410
C412

CRED

Must present coupon at time of purchase.
Can be used on in-house specials and
20%
Off Mums
Fall
CIR
5CIR
For
$22.95
1 Gallon
sales.
NOT
VALID
ONBulbs
CLEARANCE
ITEMS.
Cannot be combined with other coupons
or bulk deliveries.

6/27/19 12:30:12PM Page: 1

CIR
20%
Off
Fall
Bulbs
CIRCIR
5
$22.95
Mums
1 Gallon
$3For
Off
Fall
Planters
15%
Off
Lyric
B $22.99+
Bird
Food

JBCBAy44213tz]
X|xeJBCBAy44211pzY
X|JBCBAy44215nzW
xeJBCBAy44217rzu

6/27/19 12:30:12PM Page: 1
Must present coupon at time of purchase.
Can be used on in-house specials and
CIR $2
Off
CW Hanging
Baskets
CIR 15%
Off
Pumpkins/Gourds
sales.
NOT
VALID
ON CLEARANCE
ITEMS.
Cannot be combined with other coupons
or bulk deliveries.

COUPON CODE: C403

X|xeX|JBCBAy44211pzY
xeJBCBAy44213tz]
C404
C402
C406
C408

SAVINGS on FALL FAVORITES

SEPTEMBER — OCTOBER

Must present coupon at time of purchase.

be
used on
in-house
specials and
CIRCIR
5Can
For
$22.95
Mums
1 Gallon
20%
Off Fall
Bulbs
CIR
$3
Off
Fall
Planters
$22.99+
sales.
NOT
VALID
ON$21.99
CLEARANCE
CIR
15%
Off
Lyric
B
Bird 3GL
Food
CIR
15%
Off
Long-Handle
Tools ITEMS.
CIR
Knock
Out
Roses
Cannot be combined with other coupons
or bulk deliveries.

C402
C404
C406
C408
C412
C410

CRED
CRED
CRED

COUPON CODE: C406

X|X|xxeeX|JBCBAy44211pzY
xX|exJBCBAy44213tz]
JBCBAy44215nzW
eJBCBAy44217rzu
JBCBAy44221ozX
JBCBAy44219lz[

CIR
$3
Fall
Planters
CIR
15%
Off
Lyric
B $22.99+
Bird
Food
CIR
CIR
5 Off
For
20%
$22.95
Off
Fall
Mums
Bulbs
1 Gallon
CIR
Out
Roses
$21.99
3GL
CIR 15%
Off
Long-Handle
Tools
20%
Aqua
1 Sludge
Remove
CIR Knock
15%
Off
Pond
Netting

C406
C408
C402
C404
C410
C412
C416
C414

CRED
CRED
CRED

Must present coupon at time of purchase.
Can be used on in-house specials and
CIR
Knock
Out
Roses
3GL
CIR
15%
Off
Long-Handle
Tools ITEMS.
CIR
CIR
$3NOT
Off
15%
Fall
Off
Planters
Lyric
BCLEARANCE
Bird
$22.99+
Food
sales.
ON$21.99
CIR
15%
OffVALID
Pond
Netting
CIR Off
20%
OffPurchase
Aqua
1 Sludge Remove
CIR
$10
Cannot
be$75
combined
with other coupons
or bulk deliveries.

CRED
C410
CRED
C412
C406
C408
C414
C416
CRED
C418
COUPON CODE: C410

COUPON CODE: C401

C414
C416
C410
C412
C418

CRED
CRED

CIR
Off
Pumpkins/Gourds
CIR
$2
CW Hanging
CIR15%
$13.99
Pansie
Flat
-RegBaskets
CIR
6
@Off
$19.99
Pansie/Violas
6"

C401
C403
C405
C407

C418
C414
C416

CRED

COUPON CODE: C414

X|X|xexeJBCBAy44210sz\
JBCBAy44212mzV
JBCBAy44214qzZ
X|xeJBCBAy44216kzU

6/27/19 12:30:12PM Page: 1

Must present coupon at time of purchase.
Can beOff
used
in-house
specials and
CIR
CWonHanging
Baskets
CIR $13.99
15%$2
OffPansie
Pumpkins/Gourds
CIR
Flat
-Reg
6
$19.99
Pansie/Violas
sales.
NOT
VALID
ON
CLEARANCE
CIRCIR
Ornamental
Grass
$19.99
GL6" ITEMS.
CIR
$5@
Off
Tree/Shrub
Pur 3
$45+
Cannot be combined with other coupons
or bulk deliveries.

C403
C401
C405
C407
C409
C411

CRED
CRED
CRED
CRED
CRED

COUPON CODE: C405

X|JBCBAy44218ozX
X|X|xexeJBCBAy44214qzZ
JBCBAy44210sz\
JBCBAy44216kzU
X|xxeeJBCBAy44212mzV
JBCBAy44220rzu

6/27/19 12:30:12PM Page: 1

@
$19.99
Pansie/Violas
6"
CIR
$13.99
Pansie
Flat
-Reg Baskets
CIRCIR
15%
Off
Pumpkins/Gourds
CIR6 $2
Off
CW
Hanging
CIR
Grass
$19.99
GL
CIR
Off
Tree/Shrub
Pur
CIROrnamental
20%$5
Off
Tetra
S&F
Fish
Food
CIR
20%
Off
Microbe-Lift
F3 $45+
Prep

C407
C405
C401
C403
C409
C411
C413
C415

CRED
CRED
CRED
CRED
CRED

X|JBCBAy44222lz[
xX|xeexJBCBAy44216kzU
X|X|X|xexxeJBCBAy44218ozX
eJBCBAy44214qzZ
eJBCBAy44224pzY
JBCBAy44212mzV
JBCBAy44220rzu
X|JBCBAy44210sz\
Must present coupon at time of purchase.
Can be used on in-house specials and
CIR
$56 Off
Tree/Shrub
Pur 3$45+
CIR
Ornamental
Grass
$19.99
GL 6"
CIR
$13.99
Pansie
Flat
-Reg
CIR
@
$19.99
Pansie/Violas
sales.
NOT
VALID
ON
CLEARANCE
CIR
20%
Off
Tetra
S&F
Fish
Food
CIR
Off Purchase
Microbe-Lift
F Prep ITEMS.
CIRCannot
$10 20%
Off
be$75
combined with other coupons
or bulk deliveries.

CRED
C411
CRED
CRED
CRED
C409
C405
C407
C413
C415
CRED
C417
COUPON CODE: C409

X|JBCBAy44226tz]
xX|exJBCBAy44220rzu
X|X|X|xexxeJBCBAy44222lz[
eJBCBAy44218ozX
JBCBAy44214qzZ
eJBCBAy44224pzY
JBCBAy44216kzU
CIR
20%
Off Tree/Shrub
Microbe-Lift
F Prep
CIR
20%
Off
Tetra
S&F Fish
Food
CIR$10
Ornamental
Grass
$19.99
3$45+
GL
CIR
$5$75
Off
Pur
CIR
Off
Purchase

C415
C413
C409
C411
C417

CRED
CRED
CRED

X|JBCBAy44218ozX
xX|exJBCBAy44224pzY
X|X|xexJBCBAy44226tz]
eJBCBAy44222lz[
eJBCBAy44220rzu
Must present coupon at time of purchase.
Can be used on in-house specials and
sales.
NOT
VALID
ON CLEARANCE
CIR
$10
Off
$75
Purchase
CIR
20%
Off
Tetra
S&F
Fish Food
CIR
20%
Off
Microbe-Lift
F Prep ITEMS.
Cannot be combined with other coupons
or bulk deliveries.

C417
C413
C415

CRED

COUPON CODE: C413

X|xX|exJBCBAy44227qzZ
eX|JBCBAy44223sz\
xeJBCBAy44225mzV
C418

CRED
CRED
CRED

CRED

C417

X|xeJBCBAy44212mzV

X|xeJBCBAy44213tz]

CIR
Off$19.99
CW Hanging
Baskets6"
CIR$2
6@
Pansie/Violas

CIR
Bulbs
CIR20%
15%Off
OffFall
Lyric
B Bird Food

C402
C404
C406
C408

C403
C407

C404
C408

X|X|xexeJBCBAy44211pzY
JBCBAy44213tz]
JBCBAy44215nzW
X|xeJBCBAy44217rzu
CIR
20%
Off Fall
Bulbs
CIR $3
5 For
$22.95
Mums
1 Gallon
CIR
Off15%
Fall
Planters
$22.99+
Off
Lyric
B
Bird Food
CIRCIR
Knock
Out
Roses
$21.99
3GL
CIR
15%
Off
Long-Handle
Tools

C404
C402
C406
C408
C410
C412

CRED
CRED

X|X|xexeJBCBAy44212mzV
JBCBAy44216kzU
CIR 6$2@Off
CW Hanging
Baskets
CIR
$19.99
Pansie/Violas
6"
CIR $5 Off
Tree/Shrub
Pur $45+

X|X|xexeJBCBAy44213tz]
JBCBAy44217rzu
CIR 15%
20% Off Lyric
Fall Bulbs
CIR
B Bird Food
CIR 15%Off
Off Long-Handle
Tools

Fall and
Holiday
Decorating
X|X|xexeJBCBAy44216kzU
JBCBAy44212mzV
X|X|xexeJBCBAy44217rzu
JBCBAy44213tz]
JBCBAy44220rzu
JBCBAy44221ozX
CRED
CRED
CRED

C403
C407
C411

CRED
CRED
CRED

C404
C408
C412

X|JBCBAy44219lz[
X|X|xexeJBCBAy44215nzW
JBCBAy44211pzY
JBCBAy44217rzu
X|xxeeJBCBAy44213tz]
JBCBAy44221ozX

Gasper will transform your entryways, porch planters, urns and
window
boxes into CRED
beautiful
show-stoppers for the holidays.
CRED
CRED
CRED
CRED
C407
C408
C403
C404
CRED
C411
C412
C415
C416

15%
Off
Lyric
BBulbs
Bird
Food
CIR
$3
Off
Fall
Planters
$22.99+
CIRCIR
5
For
$22.95
Mums
1 Gallon
CIR
20%
Off
Fall
CIR
Out
Roses
$21.99
3GL
CIR
Off
Long-Handle
Tools
CIRKnock
15%15%
Off
Pond
Netting
CIR
20%
Off
Aqua
1 Sludge
Remove

C408
C406
C402
C404
C410
C412
C414
C416

X|JBCBAy44223sz\
xX|xeexJBCBAy44217rzu
X|X|X|xexxeJBCBAy44219lz[
eJBCBAy44215nzW
eJBCBAy44225mzV
JBCBAy44213tz]
JBCBAy44221ozX
X|JBCBAy44211pzY
Off
Long-Handle
Tools
CIR
Knock
Out
Roses
$21.99
CIRCIR
$3
Off
Fall
Planters
CIR15%
15%
Off
Lyric
B$22.99+
Bird3GL
Food
CIR
Off
Netting
CIR
Off Purchase
Aqua
1 Sludge Remove
CIR15%
$10 20%
Off Pond
$75

C412
C410
C406
C408
C414
C416
C418

CRED
CRED
CRED

CIR
@ Off
$19.99
6"
CIR6$2
CW Pansie/Violas
Hanging
CIR
Off Off
Tree/Shrub
PurBaskets
CIR$5
20%
Microbe-Lift
F$45+
Prep

CIR
20%
Off
Aqua
1$21.99
Sludge3GL
Remove
CIR
15%
Off
Pond
Netting
CIR$10
Knock
Out
Roses
CIR
15%
Off
Long-Handle
Tools
CIR
Off
$75
Purchase

C416
C414
C410
C412
C418

CRED
CRED

X|X|X|xexxeJBCBAy44220rzu
eJBCBAy44216kzU
JBCBAy44212mzV
JBCBAy44224pzY

C418
C414
C416

CRED

X|X|xexeJBCBAy44227qzZ
JBCBAy44223sz\
X|xeJBCBAy44225mzV
C418

X|X|X|xexxeJBCBAy44221ozX
eJBCBAy44217rzu
JBCBAy44213tz]
JBCBAy44225mzV

CIR
$5
Off
Tree/Shrub
Pur
$45+6"
CIR20%
6@
$19.99
Pansie/Violas
CIR
Off
Microbe-Lift
F Prep

CIR
15%
Off
Long-Handle
Tools
CIR20%
15%Off
OffAqua
Lyric1BSludge
Bird Food
CIR
Remove

C411
C407
C415

C412
C408
C416

CRED
CRED

X|X|xexJBCBAy44224pzY
eJBCBAy44220rzu
JBCBAy44216kzU
CIR
OffTree/Shrub
Microbe-LiftPur
F Prep
CIR20%
$5 Off
$45+

X|X|xexJBCBAy44225mzV
eJBCBAy44221ozX
JBCBAy44217rzu
CIR
1 SludgeTools
Remove
CIR20%
15%Off
OffAqua
Long-Handle

CRED

C415
C411

X|JBCBAy44219lz[
xX|exJBCBAy44225mzV
X|X|xexJBCBAy44227qzZ
eJBCBAy44223sz\
eJBCBAy44221ozX
CIR
$75
Purchase
CIR$10
15%
Off
Pond
Netting
CIROff
20%
Off
Aqua
1 Sludge Remove

CIR
Bird Food
CIR15%
20%Off
OffLyric
Fall B
Bulbs
CIR
Tools
CIR15%
20%Off
OffLong-Handle
Aqua 1 Sludge
Remove

Remember to schedule your decorating services early. Call 215-876-2840

X|JBCBAy44227qzZ
xX|exJBCBAy44221ozX
X|X|X|xexxeJBCBAy44223sz\
eJBCBAy44219lz[
JBCBAy44215nzW
eJBCBAy44225mzV
JBCBAy44217rzu

C416
C412

X|X|xexeJBCBAy44224pzY
JBCBAy44220rzu

X|X|xexeJBCBAy44225mzV
JBCBAy44221ozX

CIR 20% Off Microbe-Lift F Prep

CIR 20% Off Aqua 1 Sludge Remove

C415

C416

X|xeJBCBAy44224pzY

X|xeJBCBAy44225mzV
316 Tanyard Road, Richboro, PA 18954 | 215-876-2840

CIR $10 Off $75 Purchase

CRED

C404

CIR
ForOff
$22.95
Mums
Gallon
20%
Off
Fall
CIR5CIR
$3
Fall
CIR
15%
OffPlanters
LyricBulbs
B1$22.99+
Bird
Food

CRED
CRED

GASPER DECORATING SERVICES

CIR 20% Off Fall Bulbs

CRED

C403

X|xeJBCBAy44211pzY
X|xeJBCBAy44213tz]

X|X|xexeJBCBAy44226tz]
JBCBAy44222lz[
X|xeJBCBAy44224pzY
CIR $10 Off $75 Purchase

CIR $2 Off CW Hanging Baskets

CRED

C402
C404

X|xeJBCBAy44210sz\
X|xeJBCBAy44212mzV

X|xX|exX|JBCBAy44223sz\
exeJBCBAy44225mzV
eJBCBAy44227qzZ
X|xJBCBAy44219lz[
JBCBAy44221ozX
Must present coupon at time of purchase.
Can be used on in-house specials and
CIR
$10
Off
$75
Purchase
sales.
NOT
VALID
ON
ITEMS.
CIR
CIR
15%
20%
Off
Off
Pond
Aqua
Netting
1CLEARANCE
Sludge Remove
Cannot be combined with other coupons
or bulk deliveries.

CIRCIR
5 For
$22.95
Mums
1 Gallon
20%
Off Fall
Bulbs

6/27/19 12:30:12PM Page: 1

X|X|xX|xeexX|JBCBAy44219lz[
exeJBCBAy44221ozX
eJBCBAy44227qzZ
X|xJBCBAy44215nzW
JBCBAy44217rzu
JBCBAy44223sz\
JBCBAy44225mzV
CIR
15%
Off Out
Pond
Netting
CIR
20%
Off
1 $21.99
SludgeTools
Remove
CIR
Knock
Roses
3GL
CIR
15%
OffAqua
Long-Handle
CIR $10 Off $75 Purchase

CRED

C401
C403

X|X|xX|xeexX|JBCBAy44215nzW
eJBCBAy44223sz\
X|xJBCBAy44211pzY
JBCBAy44219lz[
JBCBAy44221ozX
X|exexJBCBAy44217rzu
eJBCBAy44213tz]
JBCBAy44225mzV

CIR $10 Off $75 Purchase

CRED

6/27/19 12:30:12PM Page: 1
Must present coupon at time of purchase.
Can be used on in-house specials and
CIR
15%
Off
Pumpkins/Gourds
CIR
$2
Off
CW Hanging
Baskets ITEMS.
sales.
NOT
VALID
ON CLEARANCE
Cannot be combined with other coupons
or bulk deliveries.

FALL & HOLIDAY

CRED

55

316 Tanyard Road Richboro, PA 1895 4
215-876-2840 | www.gasperstore.net

Fall Retail and Office Hours
Monday–Friday: 8am–7pm
Saturday: 8am–5pm
Sunday: 9am–5pm

Gasper’s Bucks County Hardscape & Building Supply
6/27/19 12:30:12PM Page: 1

Located at Gasper
Garden Center
CIR 5 For $22.95 Mums 1 Gallon

6/27/19 12:30:12PM Page: 1

C401
CIR 5 For $22.95 Mums 1 Gallon

CIR 15% Off Pumpkins/Gourds

C401

C402

CIR $13.99 Pansie Flat -Reg

CRED

CIR $13.99 Pansie Flat -Reg

CIR $3 Off Fall Planters $22.99+

CIR $3 Off Fall Planters $22.99+
CRED
C405
CRED
C406

CIR 6 @ $19.99 Pansie/Violas 6"CRED
C406
CRED
C407

CIR Ornamental Grass $19.99 3 GL

CIR Knock Out Roses $21.99 3GL

X|xeX|JBCBAy44214qzZ
xeJBCBAy44215nzW

X|xeJBCBAy44214qzZ
CIR Ornamental Grass $19.99 3 GL

CIR Knock Out Roses $21.99 3GL

CRED
CRED

C409
C410

CRED

C409

C402
The Supply
Yard
CIR
$2 Offfor
CW Hanging Baskets CRED
the
Do-It-Yourselfer
CRED
CRED
C403

X|xeX|JBCBAy44218ozX
X|AUG–SEPT
xeJBCBAy44218ozX
xeJBCBAy44219lz[
SAVINGS IN THE GARDEN CENTER
CIR 20% Off Tetra S&F Fish Food
CIR 15% Off Pond Netting

CIR 20% Off Tetra S&F Fish Food

LIMIT 1 PER FAMILY. Must present coupon

at time
of purchase.
Can be used on inCIR $10 Off
$75
Purchase

house specials and sales. NOT VALID ON
CLEARANCE ITEMS. Cannot be combined
with other coupons or bulk deliveries.

CRED

C417

COUPON CODE: C417

X|xeJBCBAy44226tz]

10X|xeJBCBAy44226tz]
off

$

C417
C418

C407
C408

CRED
CRED

with purchase of 75
$

X|xeJBCBAy44227qzZ

Valid through Sept 30, 2019

CRED

JBCBAy44216kzU
X|X|xexeJBCBAy44217rzu

CIR $5 Off Tree/Shrub Pur $45+
CIR 15% Off Long-Handle Tools

CRED
CRED

C411
C412

CRED

X|X|xexeJBCBAy44219lz[
X|xexeJBCBAy44221ozX
JBCBAy44220rzu
JBCBAy44220rzu
X|
OCTOBER SAVINGS IN THE GARDEN CENTER
CIR 20% Off Microbe-Lift F Prep
CIR 20% Off Aqua 1 Sludge Remove

C414
C415

X|xeX|JBCBAy44222lz[
xeJBCBAy44223sz\

CIRCIR
$10$10
Off Off
$75$75
Purchase
Purchase

C410
C411

X|xeJBCBAy44212mzV
X|xeJBCBAy44213tz]

CIR 15% Off Lyric B Bird Food

X|X|xexeJBCBAy44215nzW
JBCBAy44216kzU

CIR $5 Off Tree/Shrub Pur $45+

CRED

CIR 6 @ $19.99 Pansie/Violas 6"

C415
C416

X|X|xexeJBCBAy44223sz\
JBCBAy44224pzY
LIMIT 1 PER FAMILY. Must present coupon

CIR $10 Off
$75
Purchase
at time
of purchase.
Can be used on in-

house specials and sales. NOT VALID ON

JBCBAy44224pzY
X|X|xexeJBCBAy44225mzV

COUPON CODE: C418

X|xeJBCBAy44227qzZ

10 off

$

ITEMS. Cannot be combined
CRED
C418CLEARANCE
with other coupons or bulk deliveries.

Connect With Us Online

with purchase of $75
Valid Oct 1–Oct 31, 2019
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BUCKS COUNTY

2019-C4

C404

CIR 15% Off Pond Netting
CIR 20% Off Microbe-Lift F Prep

C413
C414

C413

X|xeJBCBAy44222lz[

C403

CIR 20% Off Fall Bulbs

Homeowners
X|xeJBCBAy44210sz\ Serving
& ContractorsX|xeJBCBAy44211pzY
X|xeJBCBAy44211pzYOpen 7 Days a Week
X|xeJBCBAy44212mzV

X|xeJBCBAy44210sz\
C405

CIR $2 Off CW Hanging Baskets

CIR 15% Off Pumpkins/Gourds
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